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FOREWORD

This Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan represents the policy
of the City of Grants Pass.
This Plan includes recommendations about the overall park system
needs within a 20-year planning horizon. However, it also recognizes
that these recommendations are applicable even if they cannot all be
implemented within the planning horizon, especially when it comes to
meeting spatial and geographic-based parks needs
throughout the community.
The Plan includes policy about the City’s role as property
owner, park provider, and partner with other
governmental agencies, school districts, non-profit
organizations, and private sector individuals,
organizations, and businesses.
The Plan includes both comprehensive and strategic
planning components.


The comprehensive components identify the overall goals and
policies, including identification of goals and community-wide
needs, including the types of parks, park and recreation uses, and
service levels.



The strategic components provide an action plan to identify how to
meet needs given real-world factors, including recognition of limited
resources as well as opportunities to work with potential partners.

Some of the action-oriented policies and strategies provide directions for
the City to work with other partners. This Plan is not intended to reflect
the policy of these other partners.
Some of the action-oriented policies and strategies focus on the City’s
role as property owner, including projects the City should pursue as a
property owner. Some actions or strategies may direct the City to
coordinate with other partners. Further, some actions may require land
use and/or regulatory approval from other agencies. This Plan does not
include those regulatory authorizations or reflect the policy position of
other partner or regulatory agencies. This Plan only records the City’s
policy to work with or initiate action with the partner organizations. It
does not and cannot predetermine the outcomes or responses from those
partners.
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Forward

Rather than separate some actions into a component that is part of the
Comprehensive Plan and part of a separate Administrative Policy
independent from the land use documents, the City sees value in
retaining one cohesive document that addresses the issues in the overall
context. Their inclusion is intended to achieve the same effect as
addressing these issues in separate documents.
Any language in this Plan about the City’s intent to pursue the provision
of park facilities on City-owned properties (even those that are located
outside of the Urban Growth Boundary) should be construed as within
the purview of the City as property owner. It is not within the
jurisdiction of Josephine County to determine whether or not the City
should pursue any specific actions in its role as property owner. As such,
any such language should not be construed as County policy regarding
decisions the City may choose to pursue as property owner.
The Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan is not a site-specific
“Local Park Master Plan” as described in OAR 660 Division 34. It does
not adopt any “Local Park Master Plan” for any individual park
properties, which requires review and adoption through a separate
process. The County would have the opportunity either (a) to provide
policy through a subsequent Local Park Master Plan process, or (b) to
apply its independent, non-prejudicial determination through a quasijudicial conditional use permit process. As provided in OAR Division
34, a Local Park Master Plan would be adopted as a PostAcknowledgment Plan Amendment, which would be prepared and
adopted applying criteria comparable to those required for uses in state
parks under OAR Chapter 736 Division 18. It is anticipated that such a
plan would be developed in a manner comparable to the state park
planning process described in OAR 736 Division 18, except that it
would need to be adapted for applicability to local parks and local park
planning.
Further, the City notes that City-owned park reserves and/or other
comparable properties may both be considered as options for meeting
park needs. This Plan includes recommendations related to City-owned
properties and other potential acquisition areas. These recommendations
do not preclude the City from considering other properties that could
meet the same need.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the fall of 2008, the City of Grants Pass began updating its
Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan to identify opportunities
to enhance the City’s park and recreation system. The Parks
Comprehensive Plan creates a new 20-year vision for parks, open space,
trails, recreational amenities and urban forestry. It
identifies the types of park and recreation opportunities
the community desires, guides location decisions and
provides the necessary mechanisms to implement
recommended projects.
The Parks Comprehensive Plan is an update of the1984
plan, which was intended to guide City park and
recreation services through the year 2000. A new plan is
needed to reflect today’s priorities for the park system
and changes in the community over the last 25 years. The updated Parks
Comprehensive Plan will provide new goals, policies and strategies for
maintaining and developing quality parks, facilities, trails and green
space in a sustainable way. This Plan will provide a roadmap for park
and recreation services through the year 2029.

A. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
The planning process included extensive public outreach to identify
community preferences for the park system. More than 1,400 people
participated in the planning process. According to feedback, residents
love and use their park system. Their top recreation activities include
walking, exercising, bicycling, dog walking, swimming, playing soccer
and watching wildlife. Participation in trail-related activities is strong.
Residents frequently use their local neighborhood parks, but their
greatest need is for larger, community and regional parks that provide
more recreation opportunities. Facilities such as trails, playgrounds,
soccer fields, water play areas and dog parks are desired. The
community’s top priority is the maintenance and caretaking of existing
parks. However, residents clearly want to see and support the
development of park reserves.

B. EXISTING RESOURCES
The Grants Pass park and recreation system has grown with the
community in the last 25 years. The City Parks and Recreation Division
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now manages 507 park acres at 32 sites. Of these, 24 sites support
playgrounds, sports courts, picnic shelters, trails and a variety of other
recreation amenities and facilities. The remaining eight sites are wellplaced undeveloped park reserves that represent future recreation
opportunities for the growing community.
The majority of the City’s developed park acreage is located at two sites:
Reinhart Volunteer Park and Riverside Park. These two signature
attractions support a variety of community events and recreation
activities. These include the popular Walk on the Rogue, Art Along the
Rogue, Back to the 50's, and the Boatnik Festival, which draw thousands
of visitors to these parks each year. Most undeveloped acreage is
provided at one site: the River Road Reserve. By itself, this site provides
more park acreage (248 acres) than the entire developed park system
(194 acres).
The City’s 194 acres of developed park land supports a
basic level of service for residents, providing less than 5
acres of park land per 1,000 residents. Comparable cities
in Oregon provide, on average, over 16 park acres per
1,000 residents. However, if the City’s park reserves
were developed, the City of Grants Pass would provide
approximately 13 acres of park land per 1,000 residents.
In addition to City resources, Josephine County, the
Bureau of Land Management, Grants Pass School District
7, Rogue Community College and several other agencies provide park
and recreation opportunities. While their facilities help serve the
community, their recreation opportunities are not always accessible or
located where they are most needed. Maintenance, availability, access
and location are all variables that impact the desirability and usability of
these resources.

C. PARK AND RECREATION NEEDS
This Plan identifies park and facility needs, based on the community’s
vision for the park system. The most significant park needs include:
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Neighborhood Parks: Neighborhood parks are needed in seven
unserved areas in Grants Pass:
 South Grants Pass in the Allenwood area (around an existing
park reserve);
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Southeast Grants Pass in the Overland area (around an
existing park reserve);
 Southeast Grants Pass in the Harbeck/Grandview area;
 South-central Grants Pass in the Nebraska area;
 Northeast Grants Pass;
 Northwest Grants Pass; and
 West Grants Pass.
Community Park: A community park is needed in Grants Pass to
help address a high demand for facilities such as soccer fields,
water play areas, tennis courts, and trails. The Allen Creek
Reserve, in conjunction with Garrison Fields, can provide a
combination of active and passive recreation
opportunities, connected to other parks and key
destinations via the Allen Creek Trail.
 Regional Park: A regional park is needed to
address community and regional demands for
environmental preservation, outdoor education
and recreation. A regional park at the River Road
Reserve or another comparable property would
help preserve a unique natural and cultural
landscape while meeting pressing recreation
needs. Residents would like to see a regional
park with a mix of natural areas, plus active and passive facilities
such as open play fields, a destination play area, water play area,
community garden, Food Bank working farm, orchard, nature
center, interpretive area, nature and recreation trails, boat
launch, picnic shelter and other facilities that support the
community’s vision for parks and recreation.
Trail Corridors: Trail-related activities are by far the most
popular types of recreation activities in Grants Pass. Communitysupported trail corridors are needed to improve park access, link
existing trails, connect to the proposed regional trail system, and
provide opportunities for recreation, exercise and non-motorized
transportation.
Green Space: More green space is needed throughout the City to
protect the City’s tree canopy, preserve the beauty of Grants
Pass, protect natural resources and provide opportunities to
enjoy the outdoors. Additional green space can be provided in
trail corridors, a regional park and other park types.

D. MAINTENACE PLAN
Along with new parks and facilities, residents want the City to take care
of its existing parks, providing clean, safe, and inviting opportunities for
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outdoor recreation. Existing City parks currently are well-maintained,
and residents appreciate this level of care. Nevertheless, the adopted FY
2010 budget reduced funding and staffing for park maintenance due to
national and local economic conditions. This reduction occurs even
though new facilities have been added to Redwood Park and Reinhart
Volunteer Park. To manage the park system more efficiently and assist
with resource allocation, the Parks Comprehensive Plan includes
recommendations to implement a tiered maintenance service plan. This
tiered system will be used to update the City’s maintenance
management practices, including performance standards, frequency
goals and time requirements.
The City currently needs approximately $1.4 million
annually to maintain the existing park system. Based on
tiered costs to maintain parks, the City of Grants Pass
should continue to maintain community parks, regional
parks and special use areas at a high level. However,
mini parks, neighborhood parks and green space will
only receive more basic care. Undeveloped park reserves
should be maintained at a lower level still, although the
City may need to increase spending at park reserves to
maintain site safety.

E. VISION AND GOALS
Community values, priorities and preferences were used to define a
vision and goals for Grants Pass parks and recreation. Through the
public involvement process, the following vision emerged:
We envision a safe, interconnected, and sustainable system of vibrant
parks, thriving green spaces, and quality recreation opportunities that
enhance our community and its economic vitality.
To achieve this vision, the strategies and policies section of the Parks
Comprehensive Plan notes specific projects that will help sustain the
park system for future generations. These include recommendations in
the following categories:
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Parks and Green Space describes actions that are needed to
provide a balanced and equitable park system, which may
incorporate partner sites.
Recreation Facilities notes options for facility development that
will enhance recreation opportunities in the future.
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Environmental Policies includes guidelines to promote
sustainability, protect urban trees, wetlands, and other natural
resources, and enhance park resources for future generations.
Maintenance presents steps to ensure sufficient funding and
maintenance resources are available to take care of existing
parks and new parks when developed.
Funding Strategies provides strategies to get the most from
limited City resources, including raising rental and programming
fees to reflect the true cost of facility use, enhancing
partnerships, identifying new sources of capital and operations
funding, and continuing to involve volunteers to support the
park system.

F. PARK COSTS AND PRIORITIES
Community involvement throughout the planning process helped create
a comprehensive vision for the City’s future park system. The scope of
this vision is considerably larger than anything the City can achieve in
the next 20 years. In fact, the anticipated costs associated with this vision
exceed $90.6 million. If the City implemented every project desired by
residents, it also would need another $3.7 million annually for parks
maintenance and upkeep. Clearly, this is more than the City can afford.
For this reason, residents were asked to help identify the City’s top
priorities for park and recreation facilities. City leaders, staff, and
community members spent several months reviewing recommendations
to determine which projects were most important to them. Their
feedback was used to create a short list of priority projects that may be
achievable in the next 20 years. This will help the City make decisions
about which projects should move forward first when funding is
available.
The table on the next page notes these priority projects. Priority projects
include expanding trails in community-supported areas, developing
community and regional park facilities, and completing projects that
were previously started in existing parks. Projects with strong partner
support and outside funding, such as a proposed Food Bank farm, are
supported as well. The total cost for priority projects is approximately
$21 million. However, volunteers, sponsorships, partnerships, donations
and grants will decrease the amount that City will spend on park and
facility development.
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Priority Projects and Costs (2009 Dollars)
PROJECT

ESTIMATED
COSTS

EXISTING PARKS
Fruitdale Park

Complete Phase II improvements.

$788,000

Gilbert Creek Park

Add playground cover, off-leash dog area, and trail
improvements.

$150,000

Redwood Park

Complete Phase II improvements.

Riverside Park

Add sport court. Develop pedestrian/bicycle entry at 6th
Street. Move disc golf. Improve restrooms.

Reinhart Volunteer Park

Finish River Vista and associated improvements.

Completed

Tussing Park

Complete Phase II improvements.

Budgeted1

Subtotal

$226,0001
$333,000

$1,497,000

PROPOSED PARKS AND TRAILS

NE Neighborhood Park

Community Park

Regional Park

Tom Pearce Trailhead
River City Trail

Investigate options to develop a new 5-acre neighborhood
park in NE Grants Pass. Consider the Hillcrest Reserve,
potential partnerships at school sites, or other appropriate
sites. Create a site master plan and develop the site
according to design and development guidelines.
Investigate options to develop Allen Creek Reserve as a
community park. Acquire additional acreage, create a site
master plan, improve Garrison Fields, and initiate Phase I
development.
Investigate options to develop the River Road Reserve or a
comparable site as a regional park. Create a site master
plan and pursue a partnership with the Food Bank to
develop a working farm. Provide infrastructure and initiate
Phase 1 development for facilities to be identified in the site
master plan. These may include open playfields, a
destination playground and sprayground.
Investigate options to acquire 5 acres and develop a
trailhead to improve access to Tom Pearce Park.
Create trail master plan to identify appropriate trail routes.
Acquire corridors and extend current trails as proposed.

$1,250,0002

$8,767,000

$6,502,000

$1,250,000
$1,710,000

Subtotal

$19,479,000

TOTAL

$ 20,976,000

1

Partial funds for Redwood Park and full funds for Tussing Park are included in the FY2009-2010 Adopted Budget.
These funds are for park development only. No acquisition costs are noted.

2
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Available funding and partner assistance will help determine if these
projects can be implemented, including the order and timing in which
priority projects will be pursued. Projects may be re-prioritized if
substantial volunteer contributions or unanticipated funding becomes
available, even for projects not noted on the short list. The City should
take advantage of all available resources to implement projects in this
Plan and achieve the community’s vision for the future.

G. IMPLEMENTATION
The short project list noted above presents community priorities for park
and facility development if and when funding becomes available. These
projects are not tied to a specific funding strategy, and the City is not
under any obligation to fund and develop these projects. Nor are City
residents under any obligation to pay for these improvements. However,
the Parks Comprehensive Plan provides the policies, strategies, and
guidance necessary to decide where to look for funding, how to obtain
it, and where to spend it once the City has it. These efforts will involve
future strategic funding decisions.

H. STRATEGIC FUNDING DECISIONS
The Parks Comprehensive Plan advises proceeding in a conservative and
systematic way to support parks and recreation in the future. This
strategy involves maintaining existing parks first, and then investing in
new parks and facilities when funds are available. If funding can be
obtained, the Plan recommends proceeding with projects that increase
the recreation capacity of existing parks and/or provide
the highest return on the City’s investment. These
include low-cost, high-impact projects, such as trail
development, to get large numbers of residents out
walking, biking and playing.
To implement this vision, both short-term and long-term
funding strategies are needed. In the short-term, grants
and volunteer-supported projects will continue to drive
new park and recreation development. This means that
community groups who are willing to fund and develop
park facilities can move forward with projects that support the vision of
this Plan. Also in the short term, the City should increase its cost
recovery rates to decrease its reliance on the General Fund. Short-term
revenues may include grants, facility use fees, recreation charges,
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sponsorships, and other options to support maintenance and minor site
enhancement.
In the long term, the City should consider more aggressive strategies to
meet recreation needs in underserved areas. When the economy
rebounds, the City should review its SDC methodology and consider
adjusting rates to be comparable to other jurisdictions. The City may
also consider broadening the Transient Room Tax to pass on
development costs to out-of-town visitors who take advantage of City
recreation opportunities. As conditions improve in the long term, the
City may want to consider other funding mechanisms, such as a levy or
General Obligation Bond, to fund priority projects.
However, those options will require public approval,
and community support will depend on future economic
conditions.
Despite current challenges, the City of Grants Pass is
well-poised to meet community recreation needs. It has a
variety of well-maintained parks and facilities that
support many different recreation opportunities. It owns
a wealth of park properties, acquired through wise
investments in strategic locations. It has strong leadership, an excellent
maintenance team and a top-notch Parks Board who recruits volunteers
and solicits donations to improve City parks. It has many park and
recreation providers who are willing to work together to enhance the
park system. In addition, Grants Pass has a great park constituency who
recognize that parks and recreation are integral to a livable community.
With all of these positive forces working for the common good, the City
of Grants Pass should be able to achieve their future parks and
recreation vision.

I. MOVING FORWARD
The Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan is a roadmap to the
future. It provides directions for achieving a sustainable park system,
where cost-effective stewardship of City assets is the key to park
management. The Plan includes recommendations based on the
community’s vision for the park system. Vibrant parks, well-maintained
facilities, peaceful green spaces and interconnected trails will link the
community together to strengthen the fabric of the City. The Parks
Comprehensive Plan captures this vision and conveys it to the
community, so that citizens, City leaders and staff together feel
Page xii
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empowered to make strategic decisions to improve their community
through people, parks and programs. As this Plan is implemented, City
leaders and residents can determine how much they can invest to
sustain the park system and create the quality of life they desire.
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INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 2008, the City of Grants Pass began developing the
Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan to obtain communitysupported directions for developing the City’s park system. This Plan,
herein referred to as the Parks Comprehensive Plan, creates a vision for a
sustainable, interconnected system of parks, recreation
facilities, green space and trails. These are integral
elements of a livable community.
The Parks Comprehensive Plan addresses the recreation
needs of residents city-wide, by incorporating
community views and preferences into the planning
process. Combining a technical resource analysis with an
assessment of recreation trends and community
priorities, the Parks Comprehensive Plan proposes
specific standards and guidelines for developing,
conserving, and maintaining quality parks and recreation
facilities. Most importantly, it provides the City with firm directions to
create a cost-efficient park system that will enhance the quality of life in
Grants Pass.

A. PURPOSE OF THE PLAN
The purpose of the revised Parks Comprehensive Plan is to establish
goals, recommendations, and an implementation strategy for park
improvements and development over the next 20 years. The previous
plan, completed in 1984, was intended to guide the City through the
year 2000. Because of funding limitations, that plan was only partially
implemented. Clearly, a new plan is needed.
The City of Grants Pass has grown substantially since the last plan was
adopted, and recreation participation and trends have changed
dramatically. The revised Parks Comprehensive Plan contains
recommendations to serve the City’s current population (39,126 people).
It also looks forward to anticipate the community’s recreation needs in
the year 2029. By then, an estimated 59,114 people may live within the
City’s urban growth area.
The Parks Comprehensive Plan builds on the foundation set by the 1984
Plan. It creates a new 20-year vision for parks, green space, trails,
recreation amenities and urban forestry. It identifies the type of
recreation opportunities the community desires. Furthermore, it provides
directions for locating new parks, updating current policies, and meeting
community needs for parks and recreation city-wide. It includes a
strategy to fund the acquisition, development and sustained
maintenance of the park system.
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B. PLANNING CONTEXT
The Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan will be adopted at a
critical time for the City of Grants Pass. The City is currently evaluating
the expansion of its Urban Growth Boundary Area to accommodate
growth and development through 2027. As Grants Pass looks to the
future, providing adequate parks and recreation opportunities will be
crucial for maintaining a healthy community and a vibrant economy.
Also, current economic conditions nationwide are increasing the need
for cities to provide quality services in a cost-efficient way. Residents are
counting on City leaders to support the community’s vision for parks and
recreation, while focusing on sustainable, efficient management and
maintenance of resources. However, residents aren’t satisfied with
maintenance alone. The community still wants to expand park and
recreation opportunities, as demonstrated in the ongoing volunteer
efforts and fundraising to develop River Vista at Reinhart Volunteer Park.
Through careful investment and foresight, the City already has acquired
several key park reserves to support growing areas and recreation needs.
It has taken a leadership role in urban forestry and sustainability
practices to preserve its natural resources and tree canopy for future
generations. It has collaborated with partners and other providers
successfully to address specific community recreation demands. The City
has kept its recreation facilities well-maintained, while developing sites
such as Redwood Park, Tussing Park, and River Vista to address growing
recreation needs. With the recommendations of this Plan, the City will
be able continue this balance between maintaining existing parks and
responding to future community needs. In this manner, Grants Pass will
support a broad array of safe, inviting, attractive and accessible parks
and recreation opportunities now and in the future.

C. PLANNING PROCESS
The planning process included four phases, beginning in September
2008 and concluding with Plan adoption in Winter 2009 (Figure 1).
These phases are described below.


Phase I: Existing Conditions. The Master Planning process was
initiated through meetings with City Council and technical advisors
to determine the best direction for outreach and analysis. In Phase I,
City parks and facilities were inventoried, mapped, and evaluated
using park design guidelines to assess development opportunities.
Previous planning efforts were reviewed to provide a foundation for
this Plan. All Phase 1 efforts were summarized in the Existing
Conditions Report.
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Figure 1: Planning Process







Phase II: Needs Assessment. Phase II included several forums for
public outreach to assess the recreation preferences of residents and
key stakeholders in Grants Pass. A GIS analysis of park access, a
level of service analysis of park acreage, and a facility analysis were
conducted to determine park standards and facility guidelines.
Current and future recreation needs were documented in the
Community Needs Assessment Report; not a component of this Plan
but available under a separate cover.
Phase III: Plan Development. In Phase III, recommendations were
drafted and reviewed to provide direction for park maintenance,
management, and development. Policies, strategies and actions were
defined and used to create a capital projects list, maintenance plan,
and financing strategy for implementation.
Phase IV: Review and Adoption. Phase IV included the preparation
of a full draft of the Comprehensive Parks & Recreation Master Plan
to provide the City with a successful and sustainable plan to protect
and enhance City assets. The Draft Plan was presented to City
residents, the Parks Advisory Committee, and City Council for
review and refinement prior to adoption. This phase of the planning
process was extended by several months to allow the preparation
and presentation of a Revised Draft Plan, with refined priority
projects for implementation. After substantial review, the Revised
Draft Plan was refined and presented as the Final Comprehensive
Parks & Recreation Master Plan for adoption. This Plan will continue
to be discussed and used for many years as a tool for achieving the
desired park system.
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D. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
To develop a solid foundation for the Plan, the City of
Grant Pass solicited feedback from as many residents as
possible regarding their needs, preferences, attitudes,
and vision for parks and recreation services. A variety of
activities were conducted throughout the planning
process to ensure participation from a cross-section of
the community, including various age groups and
diverse special interests.
The public involvement process was extended by several
months in the last phase of the planning process to
further involve residents in reviewing the Draft Parks
Comprehensive Plan and identifying priority projects for
implementation. More than 1,400 residents have participated in the
planning process (Table 1). This level of involvement is outstanding for a
community of Grants Pass’ size.
Table 1: Public Involvement Participation
ACTIVITY

# OF PARTICIPANTS

Community Survey

300

Community Questionnaire

805

Community Intercept Event

171

Focus Groups

44

Additional Public Comment

10+

Advisory Committee

16

City Council

12

Planning Commission

8

Draft Plan Review*

50+

TOTAL

1,416

* Included a Community Open House, website questionnaire, letters, and citizen
participation in Advisory Committee Meetings, a Planning Commission Hearing, and
a City Council Meeting.

E. PLAN ORGANIZATION
This Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan is organized in
seven chapters and five appendices. For reference, each section is
described below.


Chapter 1: Introduction describes the purpose of the plan, the
planning process, public involvement process, planning context, and
the organization of this report.
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Chapter 2: Planning Framework outlines the core values, vision,
mission and goals that provide a foundation for this Plan and its
implementation.
 Chapter 3: Existing Parks and Facilities describes the
planning area, presents the park classification system,
summarizes the park and facility inventory, and
describes the City’s current level of service.
 Chapter 4: Community Needs summarizes the
results of the needs assessment, highlighting public
involvement key findings, as well as proposed park
and facility standards, guidelines, and needs.
 Chapter 5: Policies and Strategies describes the
recommended policies, strategies and actions for
developing the future park system.
Chapter 6: Implementation presents concrete information on the
costs to implement recommendations, including strategies to sustain
the park system through maintenance and development.
Chapter 7: Strategic Decisions summarizes the approach the City
should take in implementing the Parks Comprehensive Plan. This
chapter also includes performance measures to gauge the success in
achieving the community’s vision for the park system.

Appendices include the following:










Appendix A: Park and Facility Inventory includes a complete
inventory of parks and recreation facilities by provider within the
Grants Pass planning area.
Appendix B: Design Guidelines provides a set of guidelines for park
development, including the facilities that are appropriate for
development in various types of parks.
Appendix C: User Fee Considerations includes a discussion and
comparison of user fees in Grants Pass to provide a foundation for
the strategies presented in Chapter 5.
Appendix D: Park System Costs presents cost estimates for existing
and proposed parks for maintenance, improvements, acquisition,
development and capital reinvestment.
Appendix E: Potential Funding Sources includes a description of all
potential sources for capital, operations and maintenance funding.
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PLANNING FRAMEWORK
The values and the community aspirations for the City of Grants Pass are
the guiding forces for the Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master
Plan. Through a series of meetings with City Council, the Parks Advisory
Committee, and City of Grants Pass staff, these values and aspirations
were identified and integrated into a comprehensive plan
framework. The framework includes four key elements,
which are described in detail in this chapter:





Core Values
Vision
Mission
Goals

These four elements are interrelated (Figure 2). Core
values are the fundamental principles of the community, reflected by the
work of the Grants Pass Parks and Recreation Division. These core
values provide the basis for the City’s vision for parks and recreation.
The values and vision also set the direction for the City’s mission and
goals, which express how the Division will provide parks, open space,
and recreation facilities for the next 20 years.

A. CORE VALUES
Core values are the shared beliefs and qualities treasured by the
community and the Grants Pass Parks and Recreation Division. These
values will guide all services provided by the City. These following four
core values provide the overarching concepts for this Plan. These values
are embodied throughout the goals, policies, and strategies for Grants
Pass parks, green space, recreation facilities, and services:








Stewardship: We value efficient and effective management of our
assets and stewardship of our parks and green space to sustain them
for future generations.
Quality of Life: We value our quality of life, health and well-being,
and the role that parks, recreation and green space play in creating a
healthy economy and livable community.
Excellent Service: We value clean, green, safe, and accessible parks
and recreation services that respond to the present and future needs
of all community members.
Sense of Community: We value the role that parks and recreation
play in creating an interconnected and tightly-knit community,
supported by City leaders, key partners, volunteers, and residents
whose actions help maintain a sense of “hometown.”
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B. VISION
The core values shared by the community help create a vision of the
community’s preferred future. This vision also illustrates a picture of
success for the community created by City parks and recreation
opportunities. Through the public involvement process,
the following vision emerged:
We envision a safe, interconnected, and sustainable
system of vibrant parks, thriving green spaces, and
quality recreation opportunities that enhance our
community and its economic vitality.
Parks and green space are essential components of a
vibrant city. The City of Grants Pass is committed to
creating a system of safe and well-maintained parks,
green space, and recreation facilities that contributes to the quality of life
for all residents. At the same time, it remains dedicated to serving the
community’s needs effectively and efficiently by fostering stewardship of
community resources. Taking care of the City’s developed and
undeveloped park resources continues to be of the utmost importance.
To achieve this vision, the Parks and Recreation Division is committed
to forming strategic partnerships and mobilizing volunteers to create a
healthy and attractive park system that provides high-quality park and
recreation services.

C. MISSION
A mission statement, congruent with the community’s vision for parks
and recreation, describes the approach that Parks and Recreation staff
will use to develop and operate parks, green space, and recreation
facilities. The mission of the Parks and Recreation Division is:
Promote healthier individuals and families and a strong community by
protecting, preserving, and promoting parks, green space, and
recreation services.

D. GOALS
Goals are the desired outcomes to be achieved by implementing the
Master Plan. Fifteen goals emerged during the planning process,
reflecting key directions for the City’s future. These goals are organized
by the core value they support:
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Core Values
Quality of Life
We value our quality of life, health and well-being,
and the role that parks, recreation and green space
play in creating a healthy economy and livable
community.

Stewardship
We value efficient and effective management of
our assets and stewardship of our parks and green
space to sustain them for future generations.

Excellent Service
We value, clean, green, safe, and accessible parks
and recreation services that respond to the present
and future needs of all community members.

Vision
We envision a safe, interconnected, and sustainable
system of vibrant parks, thriving green spaces, and quality
recreation opportunities that enhance our community and its
economic vitality.

Sense of Community
We value the role that parks and recreation plays in creating an interconnected and
tightly-knit community, supported by key partners,
volunteers, and residents whose actions help
maintain a sense of “hometown.”

Mission
Promote healthier individuals and families and a strong community by
protecting, preserving, and promoting parks, green space, and recreation services.

Goals

Environmental
Protection

Sustainability

Proximity

Historical/Cultural
Preservation

Quality Parks and
Facilities

Fiscal
Responsibility

		
Customer Service

Health and
Wellness

Connectivity

		
Volunteerism

Community
Livability

Economic Vitality

		
Partnerships

Community
Identity

Accessibility
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Stewardship






Sustainability: The City of Grants Pass will sustain City assets and
environmental resources for future generations through effective
management and maintenance. The City will use conservation
measures to develop and care for parks, green space, and recreation
facilities with an eye to the future.
Environmental Protection: The City of Grants Pass
will protect, conserve and restore Grants Pass’
natural resources, providing opportunities for the
community to enjoy and learn about nature and the
outdoors. The City will seek opportunities to
preserve or enhance the urban forest, the Rogue
River watershed, critical habitat, and the
community’s green space and natural beauty.
Historical/Cultural Preservation: The City of Grants
Pass will foster an appreciation of its historical,
cultural, forestry, and agricultural resources. The City
will provide high-quality cultural and historical experiences, while
being a steward of these resources.

Quality of Life






Health and Wellness: Health and wellness are critical elements of a
livable community. Personal health and wellness require
opportunities to be physically active, mentally and emotionally
recharged, and socially engaged. The City of Grants Pass will
support active lifestyles and promote life-long learning by providing
parks, facilities, and services that support healthy lifestyles for all
ages.
Community Livability: The City of Grants Pass will promote a
livable community, providing a variety of recreation opportunities
and benefits that make the city a safe, attractive and enjoyable place
to live, work, and play.
Economic Vitality: Park and recreation amenities help fuel the
region’s economy, attracting residents, businesses and tourists to
Grants Pass. The City of Grants Pass will be an important partner in
promoting economic development and vitality, by providing parks
and facilities to encourage tourism, support workers in business
areas, and attract residents to our neighborhoods.

Excellent Service


Accessibility: The City of Grants Pass will strive to make all parks,
facilities, and green spaces geographically, physically, and
economically accessible to all members of the community. The
Division will plan and design inclusive facilities, serving residents of
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all ages, abilities, family compositions, and economic and cultural
backgrounds.
Customer Service: The City of Grants Pass will be responsive,
accountable, and creative in meeting present and future community
needs, thereby reflecting the desires of residents and sharing
community priorities. The Division will continue to
demonstrate excellence in customer service.
 Quality Parks and Facilities: The City of Grants Pass
will provide safe, clean, and inviting parks and
facilities that foster community pride and encourage
recreation and outdoor play. The City will strive to
provide close-to-home recreation opportunities that
are conveniently located for residents citywide and
within an expanded Urban Growth Boundary.
 Fiscal Responsibility: The City of Grants Pass will
make fiscal responsibility, accountability, and longterm financial stability a priority, to make the best use of limited
public funds. The City will use a variety of long- and short-term
funding strategies to provide dependable funding for parks, facilities,
and green space acquisition, development, and maintenance.

Sense of Community








Connectivity: The City of Grants Pass will connect community
members together via a network of parks, recreation facilities, trails,
and green spaces. This system will support community health and
active transportation, by linking key destinations within planning
area.
Volunteerism: The City will promote volunteerism and community
involvement to engage active citizen participation, involve residents
in park planning, design and construction, thereby promoting a
sense of ownership and stewardship of park and recreation
resources.
Partnerships: Strong community collaboration brings additional
resources to parks and recreation and enhances community
ownership of the park system. The City of Grants Pass will continue
to cultivate strong, positive relationships with public, private, and
non-profit organizations in order to unite community efforts to
develop and sustain the park system.
Community Identity: Building a sense of community pride is critical
for addressing challenges in today’s world. Through parks and
recreation, the City of Grants Pass will foster community unity,
reflect community strengths and values, keep a sense of hometown,
honor the past and local traditions, celebrate special events, and
create a legacy for future generations.
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Community Support: The Parks and Recreation Division will work
together with citizens and City leaders to build the park and
recreation system desired by the community. The City will respect
community values and the community’s vision for the future,
building a park constituency who will support Grants Pass parks,
recreation facilities, trails and programs.

The core values, vision, mission, and goals described in this chapter
collectively form the planning context for the Comprehensive Park &
Recreation Master Plan. These components provide a foundation for the
needs assessment analysis and the development of policies and
strategies to enhance the City’s park and recreation system.
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EXISTING PARK SYSTEM
Grants Pass is a maturing community, with a considerably different park
system than it had 25 years ago. Its park and recreation resources
include a variety of parks, green space, trails, and recreation facilities,
which together form the existing park system. To document the parks
and recreation resources within the planning area, this chapter:





Describes the planning area;
Introduces the park classification system;
Summarizes the park inventory by classification; and
Notes recreation facilities available in Grants Pass.

A. PLANNING AREA
When the previous Park and Recreation Plan was adopted in 1984,
fewer than 22,000 people lived within the Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB). At that time, the Parks and Recreation Division
maintained only 39 park acres. Today, more than 39,100
people live within the UGB, which is being reviewed for
expansion. Residents are served by 195 acres of
developed parks, which provide playgrounds, sports
courts, picnic shelters, trails, and a variety of other
amenities. In addition, the City has acquired more than
300 acres of well-placed park reserves—future parks for
residents. These holdings are a significant and wellplanned investment that, when developed, will become
future neighborhood parks and green space, as well as
signature attractions in the region.

Planning Area
The planning area for the Comprehensive Parks & Recreation Master
Plan includes the area within the current Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB), as well as parks within the immediate vicinity of Grants Pass.
According to GIS data, the planning area includes approximately 8,550
acres. Currently, the City is evaluating the need to expand the Urban
Growth Boundary which would change the service area for the Grants
Pass Parks and Recreation Division.
Location, Natural Resources, and Climate
Grants Pass is the county seat of Josephine County. Located on I-5, about
70 miles south of Roseburg and 29 miles north of Medford, the City is
situated in the geographic center of southwest Oregon. Starting here,
Highway 199 connects Grants Pass to northwest California and to
Oregon’s Pacific Coast.

Grants Pass Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan
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Grants Pass is located in the scenic Rogue River Valley,
surrounded by rolling, forested mountains. The river,
the urban forest, and remnant orchards and farmland in
the area contribute to the natural beauty of Grants
Pass. The City is a recreational and cultural destination
in southwest Oregon.
The climate also contributes to the scenic quality of
Grants Pass. The area is noted for hot, dry summers
and cool, wet winters. The tree cover within the City—
both inside and outside of parks—provides shade that
cools residents during the summer. The average
summer high temperature is 90 degrees, and the average winter high is
49 degrees. The climate and weather create a need for both indoor and
outdoor recreation opportunities, as well as shade during the summer.
Growth, Vacant Lands, and UGB Expansion
Grants Pass is primarily a residential community, with many areas served
by close-to-home recreation opportunities. Northeastern Grants Pass is
largely built-out, to the extent that finding additional park land in this
area will be difficult. Recent growth has been concentrated in the City’s
western and southern areas, where parks and recreation opportunities
are lacking. Approximately 25% of the City is zoned for commercial or
industrial uses. These land uses are concentrated downtown and in
eastern Grants Pass. Commercial and industrial areas have unique needs
for green space that differ from the City’s residential areas.
Currently, the City of Grants Pass is evaluating the sufficiency of the
Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) to comply with statewide planning
goals. Preliminary work suggests the City will expand the current UGB
to accommodate growth forecasted through the year 2026. When
annexation areas are identified, park standards and guidelines can be
applied to these new areas. This will help the City acquire parks, trail
corridors, and green space to meet community recreation needs.

Demographics
Currently, 39,126 people live within the Grants Pass urban growth
boundary (2009 estimate). Population forecasts suggest that 59,114
people will live within the UGB in 2029, representing an average
annual growth rate of 2.1% for the 20-year planning horizon. While the
current economic condition may slow actual growth and development,
the City should continue to plan for increasing park and recreation
needs as the community grows.
The population in Grants Pass is an aging population. As noted in the
City’s Comprehensive Plan, the fastest growing age group in Grants Pass
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is anticipated to be people aged 65 and over. Census data count a
significant percentage of older adults, as well as families with children.
Providing recreation opportunities for these groups will be important.

B. PARK CLASSIFICATION
The City’s park system is composed of various types of parks, each
providing unique recreation and environmental opportunities.
Separately, each type of park may serve only one function, but
collectively the park system serves the entire range of community needs.
Map 1 illustrates existing parks by classification.
As part of the Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan update, the
park classification system was refined to reflect current and future
planning directions. The park classification system includes seven park
types, which are defined below.

Mini Parks
Mini parks provide basic recreation opportunities on small lots within
residential areas. Typically less than two acres in size, these parks are
designed to serve residents in immediately adjacent neighborhoods.
Mini parks provide limited recreation amenities, such as playgrounds,
benches, and picnic tables. Debo Park and Lawnridge Park are examples
of mini parks.

Neighborhood Parks
Neighborhood parks provide close-to-home recreation opportunities for
nearby residents. Typically five to ten acres in size, these parks are
designed to serve neighbors within walking and
bicycling distance of the park. Neighborhood parks
include amenities such as playgrounds, outdoor sport
courts, sport fields, picnic tables, pathways, and multiuse open grass areas. Eckstein Park and Redwood Park
are examples of neighborhood parks.

Community Parks
Community parks are typically 25-30 acres and provide
both active and passive recreation opportunities that
appeal to the entire community. Community parks
accommodate large numbers of people and offer a wide variety of
facilities, such as group picnic areas and shelters, sport fields and courts,
children’s play areas, horseshoes, gardens, trail or pathway systems,
community festival or event space, and green space or natural areas.
Community parks require additional support facilities, such as off-street
parking and restrooms. Riverside Park is the only existing community
park in Grants Pass.

Grants Pass Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan
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Regional Parks
Regional parks are large parks that provide access to unique natural or
cultural features and regional-scale recreation facilities. Typically 50
acres or more in size, regional parks draw residents from the City and
beyond. These parks often include significant green space to preserve
unique natural areas, riverfront corridors, wetlands, and agricultural or
forested areas. Regional parks also accommodate large group activities
and often have infrastructure to support sporting events, festivals and
other revenue-generating events to enhance the City’s economic vitality
and identity. Currently, Reinhart Volunteer Park is the only regional park
in Grants Pass.

Special Use Areas
Special use areas include stand-alone recreation facilities not located
within larger parks. Their size and service area vary depending on their
use. Special use areas support single-purpose facilities, such as skate
parks, boat ramps, swimming pools, community centers, urban plazas,
and gardens. The Grants Pass Skate Park, Baker Park, and Caveman Pool
are examples of special use areas.

Green Space
Green space provides natural or landscaped areas within
the City in contrast to the built landscape. The size,
shape, and service area of green space will vary
depending on its function and use. The City manages
green space for different purposes, including:




Natural areas and greenways: These parks are
designed to protect or conserve significant natural
features, such as trees, rivers and streams, wetlands, steep hillsides,
environmentally sensitive areas, and wildlife habitat. Where
appropriate, these parks may also support outdoor recreation, such
as trail-related opportunities, bird and wildlife viewing,
environmental interpretation and education, and small-scale
picnicking. Tussing Park is an example of this park type.
Trail corridors: These linear-shaped parks may follow streams,
abandoned railroad lines, transportation or utility rights-of-way, or
elongated natural areas. Trail corridors may include soft and hardsurfaced trails, interpretative and informational signage, and
trailheads. Trail corridors may support non-motorized transportation,
recreation, exercise, and community access by connecting
significant destinations within the City. The Fruitdale Creek Trail and
Nebraska Canal Trail are examples of trail corridors.
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Pocket parks: These small parcels provide landscaped and/or natural
green space primarily for passive uses. Typically less than two acres
in size, these sites are designed to support green space within
otherwise built environments, such as residential or commercial
areas. These parks typically include picnic tables, benches, and basic
site amenities. Ogle Park is an example of a pocket park.

Park Reserves
Park reserves include undeveloped park sites that have been acquired by
the City for future park improvements. While these sites currently
provide green space, park reserves are intended to be developed as one
of the park types noted above in the future. Their size varies depending
on the purpose of their acquisition. The River Road Reserve and the
Allenwood Park Reserve are examples of park reserves in Grants Pass.

Beautification Areas
In addition to these park types within the City’s park system, the Parks
and Recreation Division also maintains several small sites that are not
designed to provide recreation opportunities. Categorized separately
from the rest of the inventory, these sites are not considered park land.
Beautification areas are landscaped areas typically located along street
right-of-ways, medians, intersections, and entry ways. These areas
provide visual benefits to the community and add to community
identity, but have little or no recreational value.

C. PARK INVENTORY
Grants Pass has a variety of parks and green space. These
areas support both passive and active recreation and a
variety of recreation experiences. The City’s inventory of
parks and facilities is summarized below. For reference,
the entire park and facility inventory is presented by
provider in Appendix A.

City Park Land
The City of Grants Pass provides 507 acres of park land
at 32 sites. Of these, 24 parks provide recreation
opportunities, such as playing on playgrounds, walking or biking on
trails, attending community events, playing or watching sports, and
enjoying the beautiful outdoors. The remaining eight properties are park
reserves for future development and/or preservation as green space.
These sites represent a great opportunity to enhance City parks and
recreation.
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Table 2 summarizes the City’s park inventory. The City of Grants Pass
provides approximately 195 acres of developed parks and green space.
An additional 312 acres (62% of the total park system) are held in
undeveloped park reserves. The majority of this acreage is provided at
one site: the River Road Reserve. By itself, this site provides more park
acreage (247.7 acres) than the entire developed park system (194.8
acres). Similarly, much of the City’s developed park land is provided at
one site: Reinhart Volunteer Park. This 58-acre regional park accounts
for nearly 30% of the developed park system.
Table 2: Grants Pass Park Acreage by Classification
# OF
PARK TYPE
SITES
Developed Parks and Green Space

ACRES

% OF DEVELOPED
PARK SYSTEM

Mini Parks

3

3.8

2.0%

Neighborhood Parks

6

41.7

21.4%

Community Parks

1

31.7

16.3

Regional Parks

1

58.2

29.9

Special Use Areas

5

30.4

15.6

Green Space

8
24

29.0
194.8

14.9
100%

8
32

312.5
507.3

Subtotal
Park Reserves
TOTAL

Parks and Open Space Provided by Others
The park system provided by the Grants Pass Parks and Recreation
Division is augmented by parks and open space provided by other
jurisdictions. These other providers in Grants Pass are summarized
below. Their assets are noted in the inventory in Appendix A.




Other City Sites: The City of Grants Pass owns several non-park
properties. These include several wetlands and beautification areas
that provide approximately 14.4 acres of green space.
Josephine County: Four County-owned sites provide important
recreation opportunities in Grants Pass: the County Fairgrounds,
Tom Pearce Park, Schroeder Park, and the Lathrop Boat Ramp. With
a combined total of 184.4 acres, these sites provide event space,
picnic pavilions, sport fields, disc golf, a dog park, a campground,
and other recreation facilities.
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Federal Government: The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
manages Cathedral Hills and Highland Park, which both provide
opportunities for trail-related recreation. In addition, the Forest
Service (USFS) owns a surplus maintenance complex, which
currently has no public access. Together, these sites account for
467.1 acres.
 Schools and Colleges: Grants Pass is served by two public school
districts: Grants Pass School District 7 and Three Rivers School
District. The Grants Pass School District operates 12 schools, and the
Three Rivers School District operates one elementary school in the
planning area. Schools are a major provider of sport fields, sport
courts, playgrounds, and gymnasiums in the community. In addition,
the Rogue Community College (Redwood Campus) provides a
variety of facilities for its staff and students. Together, these sites
provide 248.9 acres of facilities (including school buildings) and
green space.
 Private providers: Private and non-profit organizations in and
around Grants Pass provide various recreation facilities. These
include the Boys and Girls Club, Club Northwest, Dutcher Creek
Golf Course, Grants Pass Country Club, and the YMCA. There is also
a privately-operated Community Center, with indoor meeting space
for rent. The acreage of these sites has not been inventoried.
These assets provide additional park and recreation opportunities for
City residents. However, the City of Grants Pass has no control over
these properties, their services, maintenance levels, openings, closings,
or programming. Developing formal partnerships with other jurisdictions
is important where these sites help meet identified recreation needs.


D. FACILITY INVENTORY
The Grants Pass Parks and Recreation Division, as well
as several other local providers, own and maintain a
variety of recreation facilities. Table 3 summarizes Grant
Pass’s recreation facilities, which are provided by the
City, schools, and others. Recreation facilities provided
by Rogue Community College are not included in this
inventory, since they are generally unavailable for public
use. A more detailed inventory of all providers is
included in Appendix A.
The City of Grants Pass is the primary provider of baseball/softball fields,
tennis courts, picnic shelters, playgrounds and trails for Grants Pass and
Josephine County. The City also provides other unique recreation
opportunities, such as a fishing pond, water play area, and skatepark.
However, other providers play a significant role in the provision of
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soccer fields, multi-use fields, outdoor basketball courts, and
gymnasiums.
City parks and facilities tend to be well-maintained and in good
condition. Many of the facilities provided by others are not maintained
at the same level as City facilities. Moreover, facilities provided by
others often have restrictions on who can use these facilities or when
these facilities may be used. Nevertheless, all recreation facilities
(applicable to the planning process) are noted here because of their role
in meeting community demands.
Table 3: Grants Pass Recreation Facilities by Type
FACILITY TYPE
Baseball/Softball
Field
Soccer Field

CITY PARKS

SCHOOLS1 2

OTHER3

TOTAL4

12

7

2

21

5

13

-

18

Multi-Use Field

5

11

3

19

Basketball Court

10

14

2

26

Skate Park

1

-

-

1

Tennis Court

14

4

2

20

Volleyball Court

3

-

2

5

Boat Ramp

2

-

1

3

Disc Golf Course

1

-

1

2

Off-Leash Dog Area

1

1

-

-

Fishing Pond

1

-

-

1

Picnic Shelter

15

-

4

19

Horseshoe Court

15

-

1

16

Playground

11

7

3

21

Swimming Pool

1

-

2

3

Trails

10

-

4

14

Water Play Area

1

-

-

1

1

Facilities at the Rogue Community College-Redwood Campus are not included here, since they do
not have public access. Their inventory is noted in Appendix A.

2
Several school sites count multi-use fields in terms of square footage. It is unclear whether this
represents playable open space, designated fields with overlays, or delineated sport fields with
multiple uses. Eleven school sites have multi-use fields.
3
Other providers include the Josephine County, the YMCA, the Boys and Girls Club, Club
Northwest, and the Bureau of Land Management.
4

Facilities provided by the County and School District are not maintained to City standards.
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COMMUNITY NEEDS
A critical component of the park and recreation planning process is the
community needs assessment (CNA). The purpose of the needs
assessment is to establish in quantifiable terms the need
for City parks and recreation facilities. The needs
assessment combines community feedback with a
technical analysis to determine the level of service at
which parks and facilities should be provided. This
analysis provides a foundation for the strategies and
policies presented in Chapter 5.
This chapter summarizes key findings and conclusions
from the Community Needs Assessment Report, which is
available under a separate cover. Specifically, this
chapter:





Summarizes key findings from the public involvement process;
Evaluates park level of service and access to City parks;
Identifies park standards and needs for park land; and
Defines facility guidelines and needs.

A. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT FINDINGS
The planning process included multiple forums for public outreach, so
that the Parks Comprehensive Plan would reflect community
preferences. Public involvement activities include the following:






Community Survey. A statistically-valid telephone survey was
conducted from November 17-26, 2008, to help determine parks
and recreation priorities for the City. City residents, ages 16 and
older, were selected through a random sample of 300 households.
However, nearly 85% of respondents were ages 35 and older. The
phone survey provided results with a 95% level of confidence and a
precision of at least +/-6%. This means that the survey findings vary
no more than 6% from the results that would have been obtained if
everyone in the City had been surveyed.
Community Questionnaire. To allow more people to participate in
the planning process, the City supplemented the phone survey with
an online and paper questionnaire which was available from
September 20 to December 1, 2008. Residents and non-residents
ages 10 and older were encouraged to respond, so that the results
would reflect the preferences of youth, teens, younger and older
adults, and seniors.
A total of 805 people completed the questionnaire. Due to
advertisements and outreach at schools, this questionnaire did
receive a significant response from youth. Approximately 16% of
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questionnaire respondents were youth, ages 10-17. However, nearly
71% of respondents consisted of adults ages 25-64. Also, 33% of
respondents resided outside of the City of Grants Pass.
Community Intercept Event. A community intercept
event was held in conjunction with the 9th annual
Take a Walk on the Rogue Celebration on September
21, 2008. Approximately 190 people “voted” for
their priorities on interactive display boards.
Participants also placed pennies in jars to represent
their priorities for investment in parks maintenance,
improvements and/or development.
Focus Group Meetings. Forty-four people
participated in four focus group meetings held at City
Hall on October 6th and 7th, 2008. Three of these groups were
open to the public, and a fourth group included parks and recreation
staff. Public participants represented a variety of groups and
agencies, such as the Siskiyou Audubon Society, the Rotary Club,
the Grants Pass School District, the City of Grants Pass, American
Legion Baseball, Little League, Relics Softball and Volleyball, Grants
Pass Soccer Club, Rogue Valley Walkers, Rogue Valley Flyers,
Grants Pass Horseshoe Club, Grants Pass Kennel Club, the Aquatic
Wellness Center, the Siskiyou Project and the Urban Tree
Committee.
Advisory Committee Meetings. A Parks Advisory Committee was
formed to oversee the development of the Comprehensive Park &
Recreation Master Plan. Sixteen participants included members from
the Parks Advisory Board, the Urban Tree Advisory Committee, the
Bikeways/Walkways Committee, City Council (Liaison) and key staff.
The Advisory Committee met six times throughout the planning
process and reviewed key documents for Plan development. For the
Needs Assessment, committee members provided feedback on the
strengths of the park system, priorities for Grants Pass parks and
recreation, and their vision for the park system.
City Council Meetings. The planning team met with the Grants Pass
City Council four times during the planning process to obtain
directions for Plan development. City Councilors were involved to
ensure that the Parks Comprehensive Plan represented the Grants
Pass constituency. For the Needs Assessment, Councilors identified
the most pressing community needs, key issues to be addressed in
the Plan, and their future vision for park and recreation services.
Additional Public Comments. Several residents contacted the
Planning Team during the planning process to provide additional
information about their ideas and concerns for the City’s park
system. These included information about a soccer field complex, a
radio-control airfield, wetlands preservation, trail routing, an
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entertainment and festival venue, funding to develop park reserves, a
neighborhood park for NE Grants Pass, and a tennis complex.
Nearly 1,350 people provided feedback for the community needs
assessment, and others provided comments later in the planning process
to help identify priority projects. This represents a sizable interest in City
parks and recreation and assures that the feedback accurately represents
community preferences and desires.

Key Findings
Key findings from the public involvement activities are based on the
outreach analysis found in the Community Needs Assessment Report.
Key findings include:













Many people use City parks in Grants Pass. Nearly half of survey
respondents (49%) had visited parks at least once a month last year.
Nearly as many questionnaire respondents (46%) had visited parks
in Grants Pass at least once a week or more last year.
Most residents (73%) are satisfied or very satisfied with City parks
and recreation opportunities, based on responses to the
questionnaire.
More than 91% of survey respondents currently are satisfied or very
satisfied with the level of park and recreation facility maintenance.
Residents rely on City parks to provide a variety of benefits. Based
on findings in multiple forums, the top-ranked benefits include:
 Opportunities to enjoy nature/outdoors;
 Opportunities for youth;
 Environmental protection; and
 Improvements in our health and quality of life.
Questionnaire responses suggest that the most frequently used types
of parks and facilities in Grants Pass are parks near home (41%),
regional parks, such as Reinhart Volunteer Park (17%), and multi-use
parks, such as Riverside Park (13%).
Survey respondents noted a need for more parks, especially:
 Community parks (82%);
 Regional parks (64%);
 Small landscaped or natural areas (53%);
 Multi-use trail corridors (54%); and
 Neighborhood parks (52%).
Fifty-nine percent of questionnaire respondents wanted more natural
areas in Grants Pass. The top reasons to acquire and protect green
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space include: protect scenic beauty (34%), provide access to nature
(31%) and protect wildlife habitat (25%).
Survey respondents think the following types of green space are
most needed in Grants Pass: river and creek corridors (30%), large
areas (22%), small landscaped areas (20%) and hillside areas (18%).
Nearly 87% of survey respondents and 88% of questionnaire
respondents think it is important or very important to preserve urban
trees, both inside and outside of parks.
Nearly 67% of questionnaire respondents indicated that more trails
are needed in Grants Pass.
Survey respondents desire more trails in Grants Pass to improve
opportunities for non-motorized transportation (41%), fitness and
jogging (23%), and nature walks/interpretation (17%). Respondents
in other venues noted similar preferences for these trail types.
Focus group participants expressed desires for trails to enhance
connectivity in the City—linking people to parks and schools, and
connecting Grants Pass to a regional trail system. Multi-purpose
trails, loop trails and riverfront trails were specific needs noted by
participants.
In several public involvement forums, participants noted needs for
following types of facilities:
 Trails and pathways
 Water play features
 Soccer fields
 Public river access
 Off-leash dog areas
 Children’s play areas
Survey respondents noted that it is a high priority for the City to
develop children’s play areas (71%), river access points (59%),
outdoor group facilities (44%), and sports fields (44%).
According to findings in multiple forums, the top two priorities for
park development include:
 Maintaining and renovating existing parks and facilities; and
 Developing existing undeveloped park sites (e.g., River Road
Reserve and others).
Nearly all focus group participants supported the development of the
River Road Reserve as a regional park, with facilities to support
recreation and environmental preservation. The community’s vision
for the site included a thematic play area, off-leash dog area,
interpretive and fitness trails, disc golf, boat launch,
community/demonstration garden, agricultural component, orchard,
natural areas, and a pedestrian/bicycle bridge connecting to the
south side of the river.
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A soccer field complex was desired at the River Road Reserve or a
large community park where fields can be grouped.
If the City of Grants Pass had an outdoor performance area,
questionnaire respondents would like to attend the following events:
concerts in parks (67%), movies in parks (50%), performing arts
(46%), and multi-cultural programs (31%). Only 12% of respondents
were doubtful they would attend any programs at this type of facility.
Surprisingly, less than 1/3 of survey respondents felt that
non-residents should pay more than residents for the use of Grants
Pass facilities (e.g., picnic shelters and sport fields). However, more
respondents (58%) felt that people who reserve facilities should pay
for the extra cost of maintenance.
Collaboration between providers in Grants Pass will be important in
meeting community needs. Specifically, focus group participants
want the City to strengthen partnerships with Josephine County both
School Districts, the BLM, USFS, and other private providers and
non-profit organizations.

Recreation Participation
During the planning process, recreation participation
was measured to cross-check public preferences for
recreation opportunities. In the questionnaire,
respondents noted the frequency in which they have
participated in various recreation activities. They also
indicated the types of activities they would most like to
do in the future. Findings are noted in Table 4.
Table 4 ranks the most popular recreation activities in
Grants Pass, based on the average number of times respondents
participated in each activity in one month. Column 4 notes the preferred
ranking of activities, if residents had the time and resources to engage in
any activities of their choosing. Column 5 notes the latent demand—the
difference between what residents want to do and what they are
currently doing. A high latent demand often indicates what types of
facilities are needed to support desired activities. Key findings include:


The ten most popular recreation activities (in terms of participation)
include: walking for pleasure, exercising /aerobics, bicycling, dog
walking/ visiting dog parks, swimming (pool), soccer, wildlife
watching, sports events (attending), nature walks and swimming
(beach, river). Five of these top ten activities are (or can be) trailrelated.
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Table 4: Recreation Participation
RANK

RESULTS

MONTHLY
AVERAGE

PREFERRED
RANK

LATENT
DEMAND

1

Walking for Pleasure

6.51

4

-3

2

Exercising/Aerobics

6.24

19

-17

3

Bicycling

5.42

1

2

4

Dog walking/Dog parks

4.23

6

-2

5

Swimming (pool)

4.14

17

-12

6

Soccer

4.11

10

-4

7

Wildlife watching

3.96

14

-7

8

Sports Events (attend)

3.83

24

-16

9

Nature walks

3.55

5

4

10

Swimming (beach. river)

3.50

16

-6

11

Jogging/Running

3.43

22

-11

12

Playground (visit/play)

3.21

15

-3

13

Fairs and Festivals

3.15

7

6

14

Cultural/Special Events

2.81

8

6

15

Tennis

2.71

13

2

16

Basketball

2.70

21

-5

17

Hiking/Backpacking

2.61

9

8

18

Rafting/Tubing

2.55

11

7

19

Fishing

2.53

12

7

20

Volunteer activities

2.47

30

-10

21

Concerts (attend)

2.36

2

19

22

Camping

2.34

3

19

23

Picnicking

2.33

18

5

24

Football

2.23

25

-1

25

Disc Golf

1.90

23

2

26

Softball

1.83

27

-1

27

Baseball

1.82

26

1

28

Canoeing/Kayaking

1.77

20

8

29

Other

1.67

34

-5

30

Tours and Travel

1.66

28

2

31

Volleyball

1.33

29

2

32

Skateboarding

1.30

31

1

33

Handball/Racquetball

1.27

32

1

34

Model Airplanes/Cars

1.14

33

1
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Two organized sports activities ranked in the top ten: soccer (#6) and
attending sports events (#8).These activities have an unusually high
ranking compared to other surveyed communities. Tennis and
basketball are ranked 15th and 16th, which is fairly typical. In many
communities, basketball is often the sport with the most frequent
rate of participation, because of the number of pick-up games and
availability of both indoor and outdoor courts.
With unlimited time and resources, questionnaire respondents
would like to participate in bicycling, concerts (attend), camping,
walking for pleasure, nature walks, dog walking/visiting dog parks,
fairs and festival, cultural/special events, hiking/backpacking and
soccer.
According to the ranking of preferred activities, five of the top ten
activities are still trail-related: bicycling, walking for pleasure, mature
walks, dog walking and hiking/backpacking.
Latent demand is the disparity between actual participation and
desired or preferred participation. Respondents want to spend more
time attending concerts, camping, hiking/backpacking,
canoeing/kayaking, rafting/tubing, fishing, attending fairs and
festivals, attending cultural/special events, picnicking and going on
nature walks.
The ranking of preferred activities suggests that there is a strong
demand for concerts, fairs and festivals, and cultural/special events.
This finding suggests that people would take advantage of these
types of programs if the City had the facilities and resources to offer
them more frequently.

B. PARK NEEDS
Different people prefer different types of park experiences. What appeals
to some residents may not meet the needs of others. For this reason, the
needs assessment is based on the premise that people desire a variety of
recreation activities. However, most residents want basic recreation
amenities (playgrounds, sports courts, open lawn) within walking or
biking distance of home (½ mile), as noted in the public outreach
findings. In addition, most residents want sufficient green space to
maintain the natural character and beauty of Grants Pass. With these
goals in mind, a complex Geographic Information System (GIS) and LOS
analysis was undertaken to determine where gaps in services existed.
These assessments were used to calculate LOS standards for park land.

Park Level of Service (LOS)
The City’s level of service for park land is a ratio of park acreage to the
City’s current population. This ratio is expressed in terms of acres per
1,000 residents. The LOS for park land in Grants Pass was compared to
five comparable Oregon cities to see whether Grants Pass acreage is
Grants Pass Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan
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above or below the norm. To be an accurate measure, only City parks
were counted in this analysis, both for Grants Pass and for Albany,
Medford, Roseburg, Tigard, and West Linn. These communities were
chosen because of the similarities in their park systems.
Table 5 presents this LOS comparison. The existing level of service for
developed parks and green space in Grants Pass is nearly 5 acres per
1,000 residents. This does not include undeveloped park acreage. If all
acquired park properties were developed as planned, the City would
provide approximately 13 acres per 1,000 residents. This level of service
is still lower than the park LOS provided on average in comparable
cities. Albany, Medford, Roseburg, Tigard, and West Linn provide on
average over 16 acres per 1,000 residents.
Table 5: Park Land Level of Service (LOS) for Grants Pass and
Comparable Communities
GRANTS PASS
EXISTING LOS
(ACRES / 1,000)1
0.10

COMPARABLE
CITIES
EXISTING LOS
(AVERAGE)2
0.05

Neighborhood Parks

1.07

1.61

Community Parks

0.81

3.32

Regional Parks

1.49

5.72

Special Use Areas

0.77

0.65

Green Space

0.74

4.72

Subtotal Developed Parks

4.98

16.07

Park Reserves

7.99

TOTAL

12.97

PARK TYPE
Mini Parks

1

The existing LOS for Grants Pass is calculated using the 2009 park inventory and estimated UGB
population (39,126 residents).
2
The five comparable cities include Albany, Medford, Roseburg, Tigard, and West Linn. Data for
individual cities are noted in the Community Needs Assessment Report.
3

Note: This analysis only includes City parks. Parks provided by others jurisdictions are not counted
for Grants Pass or the comparable communities.

Evaluated by park type, the City of Grants Pass has a substantially lower
LOS for community parks, regional parks and green space. The City also
has a slightly lower level of service for neighborhood parks. However,
Grants Pass provides comparable acreage for special use areas.
On the positive side, the City of Grants Pass has positioned itself well to
develop additional park properties as needed in the future. If the City
developed all of its undeveloped properties as parks or green space,
Grants Pass would be more in line with other cities.
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Park Access
In addition to LOS, City parks were evaluated in terms of access —how
people get to and from parks and recreation facilities. Using the road
and pathway network, along with other GIS data, a park analysis
identified gaps in the City where people are not well served by parks.
This means that residents do not live within walking or biking distance
of basic recreation amenities (1/2 mile) or within one mile of green
space (trails, pocket parks, or other identified natural areas).
Access to Basic Recreation Amenities
Close-to-home opportunities to play on playgrounds,
sport courts (basketball and tennis) and open lawn areas
are valued by Grants Pass residents, as noted in the
public involvement process. Mini parks, neighborhood
parks and community parks typically help meet this
need. In Grants Pass, Reinhart Volunteer Park (a regional
park) helps meet this need for nearby neighbors. Also,
Schroder Park was counted in this analysis, because of its
proximity and its similar resources.
To evaluate how well existing City parks meet nearby recreation needs,
park access was mapped (Map 2). As this map shows, many areas within
the current city limits are served by parks that offer basic recreation
amenities. However, eight areas are not well-served:









Northeast Grants Pass
River/Highway 199 Wedge
Fruitdale Creek Area
Harbeck/Grandview Area
Nebraska Canal Area
South Grants Pass
West Grants Pass
Northwest Grants Pass

To its credit, the Parks and Recreation Division has already purchased
several well-positioned properties to meet park needs in three of these
areas. Park acquisition or/and park partnerships are needed in the other
four areas.
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Access to Green Space
Green space and natural areas are important in Grants
Pass. These sites provide opportunities to enjoy nature or
the outdoors. They serve as a visual buffer between
communities, around the City and along corridors.
Green spaces and natural areas also protect natural
resources, such as wildlife habitat, the Rogue River
watershed, the urban tree canopy, and open space in an
otherwise built-out or paved-over environment.
To evaluate the distribution of green space and natural
areas in Grants Pass, Map 3 illustrates access to
applicable sites, including pocket parks, trail corridors, and natural
areas. In this analysis, access to County parks, BLM land, and river
overlooks were taken into account as well. Although undeveloped park
properties currently provide open space, these sites were not included in
this analysis because of their potential to be developed as other park
types.
As shown on the map, many residents do not have easy access to green
space and/or natural areas. Underserved areas include:







Northeast Grants Pass
East Grants Pass
South Grants Pass
West Grants Pass
Downtown
Northwest Grants Pass

Park Standards and Needs
The results of the park access and LOS analyses were supplemented with
an assessment of park land by type. Park standards were calculated
based on a desired level of service and options for meeting park and
facility needs. Table 6 summarizes these park standards and needs.
These needs are expressed at the amount of additional developed park
acres needed.
This Plan proposes an overall City park standard of 9.9 acres/1,000
residents to meet recreation needs. This standard nearly doubles the
existing level of service provided by the City of Grants Pass. However, it
is far more conservative and less than the average level of service for
comparable cities. It is considerably less than the historic standards
adopted in the 1984 Park & Recreation Master Plan.
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As noted in Table 6, this conservative standard can be elevated through
partnerships with other providers to support existing park sites, such as
the County Fairgrounds, Schroeder Park, and Cathedral Hills. This does
not suggest that the City should take on all maintenance, management,
and improvements for partner sites. Instead, the City should consider
sharing in the cost of developing appropriate partner sites to meet facility
needs now and in the future. An adequate investment of resources into
partner sites could raise the park level of service in Grants Pass to 18.65
acres/1,000.
The standards presented in Table 6 are based on the following park
needs for park acquisition, development, and partnerships:
Neighborhood Parks
 Allenwood Park Reserve
 Overland Park Reserve
 New Site (Nebraska Area)
 New Site (Northwest Grants Pass)
 New Site (Harbeck/Grandview Area)
 New Site (West Grants Pass)
Community Parks
 Allen Creek Reserve/Garrison Fields
Regional Parks
 River Road Reserve
Special Use Areas
 Hillcrest Reserve or New Site (Dog Park)
 New Site (Downtown Plaza)
 River Overlooks
 USFS Complex
Green Space
 Parkway Park Reserve
 Nursery Park Reserve
 F and Woodson Park Reserve
 West Tom Pearce Trailhead
 West Rogue River Bridge/Trailhead
 Rogue River Greenway Regional Trail
 River City Trail
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16.07

25.00

City Subtotal

Comparable agencies include the Oregon Cities of Albany, Medford, Roseburg, Tigard, and West Linn.

194.76

n/a

194.8

29.0

30.4

58.2

31.7

41.7

3.8

18.65

8.75

9.90

1.35

0.75

5.15

1.10

1.50

0.05

536.82

342.35

194.5

23.83

-1.04

143.31

11.39

16.98

--

This category refers to existing parks that the City could support through formal partership agreements to help meet community needs. This does not suggest
that the City should take over management or maintenance of partner sites.

D

908.60

517.25

391.4

50.81

13.96

246.25

33.38

46.96

--

CURRENT
PROJECTED
PROPOSED POPULATION POPULATION
(2009)
(2029)
LEVEL OF
39,126
59,114
SERVICE

ADDITIONAL DEVELOPED
ACRES NEEDEDC

Some of this land has already been acquired or can be obtained through lease agreements with potential partners. This number represents the acreage that will
require development for park use.

C

The 1984 Plan also refers to a standard of 5.0 acres/1,000 for Metropolitan Parks, which is not included here.

24.00

n/a

24

8

5

1

1

6

3

B

4.98

n/a

4.98

0.74

0.77

1.49

0.81

1.07

0.1

CITY OF
GRANTS
PASS # OF
EXISTING
ACRES

A

TOTAL

n/a

4.72

n/a

Green Space

16.07

0.65

n/a

Special Use Areas

n/a

5.72

20.0

Regional Parks

25.00

3.32

2.5

Community Parks

Partnerships

1.61

2.5

Neighborhood Parks

D

0.05

n/a

Mini Parks

PARK TYPE

AVERAGE LOS
CITY OF
CITY OF
FOR
GRANTS PASS
GRANTS
1984 PLAN COMPARABLE
# OF EXISTING
PASS
STANDARDSA
CITIESB
PARKS
EXISTING LOS

Table 6: Park Level of Service, Proposed Standards, and Needs for Developed Park Acreage
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Partnerships
 Fairgrounds
 Schroeder Park
 Lathrop Boat Ramp
 Lincoln Elementary School
 Redwood Elementary School
 Wetlands (Redwood Elementary)
 Wetlands (Yucca Lane)
 Wetlands (Eastwood Lane)
 Wetlands (Ravenwood Drive)
 Wetlands (Cashmere Drive)
 Cathedral Hills
To meet this standard, the City will need to develop approximately 390
acres as parks and green space over the next 20 years. In addition, it will
require partnerships for nearly 520 acres of park land provided by
others, including the 422-acre Cathedral Hills Park, managed by the
Bureau of Land Management as green space. By investing in these
properties and partnerships, Grants Pass will provide a comparable level
of service for park land.

Park Acquisition
Since the last Plan, the City of Grants Pass has undertaken a very
successful acquisition strategy to purchase key properties in critical
locations and underserved areas. These properties are well-positioned to
meet future needs. Consequently, of the 390 acres of
new parks to be developed, approximately100 acres
need to be acquired in the next 20 years. These needs
are based on acquisitions of:
Neighborhood Parks (27.5 acres)
 Community Parks (15.0 acres)
 Special Use Areas (4.32 acres)
 Green Space/Trails (28.12 acres)
This acreage need is based on three factors: 1) a need for
park land in growing or unserved areas of the
community; 2) the need for trail corridors to support improved
recreation and non-motorized transportation; and 3) the need for a
community park to meet the facility needs identified later in this chapter.
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The Role of Parks Provided by Others
Parks provided by other jurisdictions were taken into account in
determining park needs for acquisition and development. If an existing
County, Federal, or school property was located in an unserved area,
opportunities for partnership were considered before site acquisition.
These options were discussed with the City Council, the Parks Advisory
Board, and the Master Plan Advisory Committee. Based on their
feedback, conservative standards for City parks were proposed.
While other agencies provide substantial acreage in some areas of
Grants Pass, some areas of the city are still unserved. For example,
Schroeder Park and Tom Pierce provide important park resources. But
this acreage does not satisfy community needs for a City plaza
downtown or new parks in specific neighborhoods. Additional park
acquisition is still warranted.

C. FACILITY NEEDS
The facility needs assessment takes into account current recreation
participation and use, trends that help predict future use, guidelines for
future park development, and a proposed level of service
to establish need. Many facility needs identified in this
Plan can be met through new park development. Others
may require partnerships to help provide desired
opportunities for the community.
Several different strategies were used to measure facility
level of service (LOS). Some facilities were evaluated in
terms of a numerical ratio (one facility per number of
people served). The service level for other facilities is
based on the number of facilities that will be added
when new and existing parks are fully developed.

Sport Field Assessment
To evaluate the sufficiency of sport fields in Grants Pass, the City’s LOS
was compared to the average LOS of five cities (Albany, Medford,
Roseburg, Tigard, and West Linn). Table 7 shows this comparison, based
on the City inventory alone and based on all public fields in Grants Pass.
The LOS comparison highlights a deficiency in soccer fields citywide. By
itself, the City of Grants Pass provides far fewer soccer fields than
comparable cities. Even if the soccer fields managed by all providers in
Grants Pass are counted (including all school fields), the soccer field
LOS is still lower than average. Plus, the sport fields provided by the
School District are not necessarily maintained to City standards or open
for public use. This increases the perceived need and demand for soccer
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fields. While multi-use fields can be applied to help meet field needs,
these facilities are not available year-round for soccer programming.
Table 7: Existing Sport Field LOS in Grants Pass and Comparable Cities1
CITY LOS
(City-Owned Facilities
Alone)

TOTAL GRANTS
PASS LOS
(with Schools and
Other Providers)

AVERAGE LOS
FOR COMPARABLE
CITIES

Baseball/Softball Fields

1/3,260

1/1,863

1/3,680

Soccer Fields

1/7,825

1/2,173

1/1,680

Multi-Use Fields1

1/7,825

1/1,956

n/a

0

NC

1/12,967

FACILITY TYPE

Other Fields2
1

Level of service (LOS) is measured in terms of one facility per number of residents served.

2

Grants Pass School District 7 counts multi-use fields in terms of square footage. For this analysis,
this playable open space was divided into field space as per standard field definitions.
3
Three comparable communities have developed football fields. Other fields were not counted in
Grants Pass.

Sport and Recreation Facility Needs
The supply and demand for sports fields and other types
of recreation facilities were measured in the community
needs assessment to calculate facility needs. Since many
providers contribute to recreation opportunities within
the city, the “supply” takes into account City facilities, as
well as those provide by the two School Districts, the
County, and other providers. “Demand” is based on
participation levels in specific activities, trends in
recreation (to note anticipated changes in future
participation), and of the expressed need for many
different types of recreation facilities, as noted in public
involvement activities.
Table 8 summarizes the results of this analysis. The table notes:




Number of Existing Facilities: This inventory total notes the number
of facilities in Grants Pass, including those provided by the City, two
School Districts, Josephine County and other agencies. All facilities
are counted equally, even though some are not maintained to City
standards.
Existing LOS: The existing level of service is the ratio of one facility
per number of people served. For example, one field for every 1,000
residents indicates a higher service level than one field for every
3,000 residents.
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18
19
26
20
5
16
3
2
1

Soccer

Multi-Use

Basketball

Tennis

Volleyball

Horseshoes

Boat Ramp

Disc Golf

Fishing Pond

Increasing

Increase

Maintain

Maintain

Increase

Design Guidelines

Increase

Increase

Maintain

Maintain

Design Guidelines

Design Guidelines

Design Guidelines

Design Guidelines

Design Guidelines

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

DESIRED LOS

1/20,000

1/15,000

1/20,000

1/20,000

1/1,875

1/2,000

1/15,000

1/39,100

1/20,000

1/15,000

1/3,000

1/8,000

1/1,950

1/1,750

1/2,800

1/1,800

1/2,600

PROPOSED
LOS 2

2

1

2

2

11

11

3

1

1

1

4

2

10

8

0

15

2

ADDITIONAL
FACILITIES
NEEDED

Existing LOS is calculated using the City’s 2009 population estimate of 39,126. Proposed LOS is based on the City’s projected 2029 population of 59,114.

High

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing

Staying the Same

Increasing

Decreasing

Increasing

Increasing

Staying the Same

Staying the Same

Increasing

Decreasing

ANTICIPATED
PARTICIPATION

This includes the total number of facilities in Grants Pass, including those provided by the City, two School Districts, Josephine County and other agencies.

1/39,126

High

Low

High

Med

High

High

Med

Med

High

Low

Med

High

Med

Low

High

Med

CURRENT
DEMAND

2

1

Water Play Area

1/13,042

1/39,126

1/39,126

1/1,863

1/2,059

1/39,126

1/39,126

1/19,563

1/13,042

1/2,445

1/7,825

1/1,956

1/1,505

1/1,956

1/2,173

1/1,863

EXISTING
LOS 2

1

3

1

Swimming Pool

Skate Park

Space

1

21

Playground

Performance

19

Picnic Shelter

Area

1

21

Baseball/Softball

Off-leash Dog

EXISTING
FACILITIES 1

FACILITY TYPE

Table 8: Grants Pass Facility Demand, LOS, and Need

FIELDS

COURTS

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

AQUATICS
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Current Recreation Demand: Based on feedback obtained through
public outreach, the community’s demand for specific recreation
facilities is measured as high, medium or low. This local demand is
based on current participation levels in specific activities, along with
residents’ expressed need for specific types of recreation
opportunities.
Anticipated Participation Level: This column indicates whether
participation in related activities is increasing, decreasing, or staying
the same, based on data obtained in the Community Questionnaire,
Oregon’s Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan
(SCORP) and the National Sporting Goods Association (NSGA).
Desired Level of Service: This column notes the need to increase,
decrease, or maintain the existing level of service to meet
community demand for current and future use. It also notes
instances where the provision of these facilities is based on the park
development, as determined by design and development guidelines.
Increase: Increasing the level of service signals a need to provide
more facilities per 1,000 residents than is currently available. New
facilities should be added where appropriate to meet pressing
community demands and increasing participation levels.
Decrease: Decreasing the level of service means providing fewer
facilities per 1,000 residents. In some cases, this means that no new
facilities are needed to serve the City’s population though the
planning horizon. However, since the City’s population is expected
to grow in the next 20 years, new facilities may still be needed in
some cases as the LOS decreases.
Maintain: Maintaining the existing level of service means providing
the same number of facilities per 1,000 residents as is available for
residents now. This means if the city grows, more facilities will be
needed.
Design and Development Guidelines: The development of certain
types of facilities is based on anticipated park development. For
example, neighborhood parks should include children’s
playgrounds, according to the design and development guidelines
presented in Appendix B. This means that six new playgrounds will
be needed in proposed neighborhood parks, and three are needed in
existing parks that don’t currently have one.
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Proposed LOS: This recommended service level is expressed as a
ratio of one facility per number of residents served. This number is
calculated (and rounded) based on a desired service level.
Additional Facilities Needed: This column notes the number of
additional facilities that should be developed to achieve the service
level desired by the community. These facilities may be developed
by the City alone or in partnership with other providers.

Trail Needs
Trail use in Grants Pass is increasing for both recreation and nonmotorized transportation. As indicated by many residents throughout the
planning process, a network of pathways, trails, and sidewalks is desired
to link parks to key destinations, such as schools and neighborhoods. In
addition, trails and pathways are desired within parks to provide more
recreation opportunities.
Pathways and trails can be soft-surfaced (permeable) or hard-surfaced
(with varying degrees of permeability). Soft surfaces do not provide
accessibility for people with disabilities, but are preferable for some
recreation activities, such as running and horseback riding. Most
hardened surfaces are ADA accessible and preferable for older people
and people who have mobility issues. Both trail types are needed.
Trail needs in this Plan are based on a two-fold vision that includes:




An interconnected system of multi-purpose trails linking City parks
to each other, to parks provided by other agencies (such as Cathedral
Hills, Schroeder Park, and Tom Pearce Park) and to proposed
regional trails.
Additional soft-surfaced and hard-surfaced trails within parks to
provide opportunities for exercise, play, and nature interpretation.

This trail system should take into account previous planning directions
and community feedback when actual trail routes are determined. For
this reason, no numerical trail guideline is proposed in this Plan.
However, trail recommendations should reflect the high demand for
trails, the increasing use of trails, and a desire for more trails in the
community. In addition, trail design within parks is noted in park design
and development guidelines (presented in Appendix B). These
guidelines specify the type of trail development appropriate for parks to
help meet a strong desire for trail opportunities.
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POLICIES AND STRATEGIES
This section of the Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan
describes the recommended policies, strategies and actions to enhance
the City’s park and recreation system. These recommendations were
developed from the findings of the Community Needs Assessment, as
well as from public comments obtained through community outreach.
Recommended policies and strategies are divided into the following
categories:






Parks and Green Space
Recreation Facilities
Environmental Policies
Maintenance
Funding Strategies

Each category includes a list of strategies which, when
implemented, will help the City of Grants Pass achieve
its vision and goals. Strategies for parks and recreation facilities are also
based on Master Plan standards and guidelines which are noted in
Chapter 4 and in Appendix B. At the end of this chapter, these strategies
are presented as a list of recommendations for each park site.
Many of the strategies presented here reflect current practices and
policies of the Grants Pass Parks and Recreation Division. These have
been included to provide a comprehensive strategic direction for the
future. Together, these policies, strategies and actions provide a basis for
a capital improvement plan to enhance the park system. For reference, a
park-by-park list of recommended projects is presented at the end of this
chapter (Table 9).

A. PARKS AND GREEN SPACE
The City’s need for park land was measured and discussed in Chapter 4.
This need included green space, trail corridors, and parks to support
active and passive recreation opportunities. Based on the results of the
needs assessment, this section notes recommendations related to park
planning, acquisition and development, renovation and improvements,
and Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) expansion. These policies,
strategies and actions provide overarching guidelines, as well as specific
projects, to enhance the park system.
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Park Planning
A-1.
A-2.
A-3.

A-4.

A-5.

A-6.

A-7.

Balance the need to provide new parks with the need to protect
the community’s investment in existing parks and facilities.
Provide a conservative total of 9.9 acres of park land per 1,000
residents for all park classifications.
Ensure diverse park experiences by providing a
variety of parks according to following standards:
 Mini Parks (0.05 acre/1,000)
 Neighborhood Parks (1.5 acres/1,000)
 Community Parks (1.10 acre/1,000)
 Regional Parks (5.15 acres/1,000)
 Special Use Areas (0.75 acre/1,000)
 Green Space (1.35 acres/1,000)
Provide access to basic recreation amenities
(playgrounds, sport courts, open lawn areas) within a ½-mile
radius of most residents.
Provide access to green space and natural areas within a 1-mile
radius of most residents. Incorporate green space into new park
development.
Address barriers to safe and convenient park access for
pedestrians and bicyclists, including busy streets, railways,
topography, and waterways.
Coordinate planning efforts with Josephine County, local school
districts, and other agencies to ensure the availability and
accessibility of recreation resources city-wide, including parks,
indoor and outdoor recreation facilities, trails and open space.

Acquisition and Development
A-8.
A-9.

Work with “willing sellers” for property acquisition.
Prior to acquisition, ensure that potential park sites have the
capacity to meet the design and development guidelines
presented in Appendix B.
A-10. Develop park reserves to meet priority community needs:
 Develop the Allenwood Park Reserve and the Overland Park
Reserve as new neighborhood parks.
 Develop the Allen Creek Park Reserve, in conjunction with
Garrison Fields and additional acreage to be acquired, as a
new community park.
 Consider options to develop the River Road Reserve
consistent with its Exclusive Farm Use zoning. If this is not
feasible, consider another site to meet regional park needs.
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Develop the Nursery Park Reserve, Parkway Park Reserve,
and F & Woodson Park Reserve as green space.
 Consider the Hillcrest Park Reserve for the development of
dog park and/or neighborhood park facilities. Consider noise
mitigation measures if developed.
A-11. Create formal partnerships and use agreements with other
agencies to provide recreation opportunities:
 Investigate options to develop school parks at Lincoln
Elementary School, Redwood Elementary School, and other
school sites in collaboration with School District 7.
 Incorporate Garrison Fields into the master planning and
development of the proposed community park at the Allen
Creek Reserve.
 Partner to preserve the Redwood Wetlands (mitigation site)
for educational and recreational opportunities.
 Update the lease agreements for Gilbert Creek Park and
Eckstein Park. In lieu of increased fees, consider
collaborative options such as maintenance trades (e.g., the
City could maintain sport fields at specific sites), facility
development at schools (e.g., an outdoor learning center or
school garden funded by the Division), or granting first right
of use to School District 7 for new facilities under
development (e.g., sport fields at the proposed community
park).
 Pursue partnerships at the Fairgrounds and Schroeder Park to
meet facility needs. (See Section B.)
A-12. Evaluate other City-owned sites for potential park use:
 Re-classify river overlooks as special use areas and integrate
them into the recreation system.
 Incorporate and improve City-owned wetlands for green
space.
 Consider the pump station site across from the River Road
Reserve as one option for a trailhead for a bike/pedestrian
bridge across the Rogue River.
A-13. Acquire park land in unserved areas, where needs cannot be met
by other options.
 Acquire and develop four new neighborhood parks, located
in West Grants Pass, Northwest Grants Pass,
Harbeck/Grandview area, and the Nebraska Canal area.
 Acquire additional community park land (15 acres) to
connect the Allen Creek Reserve and Garrison Fields.
 Acquire two special use areas, including a Downtown plaza
and the USFS complex (if available).
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A-14. Refuse land donations and avoid partnerships for sites that do
not meet Plan guidelines or are inconsistent with Plan goals.
A-15. Prepare park master plans or site designs prior to development to
achieve cohesive design:
 Update the draft Allenwood Park site design to address a
proposed collector street that may bisect the site.
 Initiate a master planning process for a regional park at the
River Road Reserve or other comparable property to take
advantage of potential partners and volunteers who are
willing to collaborate in site development.
 Master plan and design all new parks according to the
guidelines presented in Appendix B.
A-16. Support community values through park design:
 Promote community health through trail-related activities.
Add perimeter trails or pathways in neighborhood and
community parks. Improve park access to non-motorized
transportation by linking parks, where feasible with trails.
(See B-1 through B-4.)
 Increase opportunities for nature-based
recreation and outdoor learning in new and
existing green space areas. Add a working
farm, exhibition garden, nature center, and/or
interpretive trails at the River Road Reserve or
other comparable property. (See B-17.)
 Ensure park safety by applying CPTED
principles to promote Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design.

Renovation and Improvements
A-17. Maximize recreation opportunities at existing and proposed
parks. Upgrade support amenities, improve paths of travel,
remove barriers, and provide quality facilities to extend use.
 Implement the capital replacement/reinvestment plan as
scheduled to ensure playable, safe structures in parks.
 Provide covered playgrounds in most new parks and existing
parks, such as Debo Park and Gilbert Creek Park, to provide
shelter from sun/rain and maximize use.
 Add shade shelters in parks with insufficient tree canopy.
 Consider synthetic turf fields at the proposed community
park to minimize wear and increase play.
 Add parking at Mountain Bike Hill.
 Improve the restrooms at Riverside Park.
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Consider lighting to extend the use of outdoor facilities such
as skate parks, sport courts, and children’s play areas where
appropriate.
 Improve access at the west end of Tom Pearce Park. Acquire
land to provide roadway and trail access, including a
trailhead with parking.
A-18. Partner/collaborate with Josephine County to renovate specific
sites to address facility needs.
 Pursue joint efforts to renovate the Fairgrounds to serve as a
community focal point for performances, championships
sports field games, concerts, fairs and festivals, and other
types of special events.
 Pursue joint efforts to link Schroeder Park to other City parks
via trail for improved access. Consider this site as one option
for a trailhead and pedestrian/bicycle bridge across the
Rogue River.

UGB Expansion
A-19. Apply proposed park standards and facility guidelines to new
expansion areas to meet community needs. Evaluate needs based
on population estimates (which will vary with population
density) in these areas.
A-20. Consider joint land acquisition opportunities with partner
agencies, such as local school districts, when planning new
parks in expansion areas.
A-21. Re-evaluate options for collaboration and partnerships in UGB
expansion areas, once identified.
A-22. Create a policy to require all new developments to include green
space easements (for trails and natural areas) adjacent to riparian
corridors, wetlands, or high-value natural resource areas as part
of the project.
A-23. Develop policies to preserve and protect scenic views including
ridgelines and hills. Visually significant areas form a significant
backdrop and contrast to more developed areas of the city and
create an important visual experience for residents and visitors.
A-24. Protect sensitive lands by requiring adequate development
buffers and setbacks, as well as development overlays that
promote conservation of natural resources and identify natural
hazards, soil conditions, vegetation and tree canopy, cultural and
historical resources, wetlands and steep slopes.
A-25. Secure adequate land for parks and green space related to new
development, in accordance with this Plan. New park land
should be located and designed to meet the Design Guidelines
presented in Appendix B. In addition, seek opportunities to
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acquire and/or preserve areas with environmental, cultural and
historical significance.
A-26. Develop a system of accessible multiuse trails in areas targeted
for development that connect parks, recreation facilities, and
other community facilities.

B. RECREATION FACILITIES
As noted in the needs assessment, more recreation facilities are desired
to support the demands of a growing community. In addition, different
types of recreation facilities are needed to address new recreation trends
and changes in recreation participation since the last plan was
completed. Policies and strategies for recreation facilities include
specific recommendations for sport fields, trails and pathways, and other
types of recreation facilities.

Sports Fields/Open Play Fields
B-1.

B-2.
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Consider all options to address the need for 15
soccer fields:
 Develop a soccer field complex at the
proposed community park at Allen Creek
Reserve.
 Consider open play fields at the proposed
regional park at the River Road Reserve or a
comparable site.
 Utilize existing multi-purpose fields for closeto-home practice space.
 Pursue a partnership with Josephine County
to renovate the Fairgrounds, considering lighting, stadium
seating, and synthetic surfacing suitable for championship
soccer games.
 Consider collaborating with the school districts on soccer
field maintenance and improvements to make these fields
more accessible to the community and expand use.
 Consider soccer fields or multi-purpose playing fields in
proposed new neighborhood parks.
Consider options to meet the need for two additional
baseball/softball fields and other field improvements.
 Incorporate baseball/softball fields into two new
neighborhood parks where appropriate.
 Pursue a lease agreement with Grants Pass School District 7
for Garrison Fields, and incorporate this site into a master
plan for the proposed community park at the Allen Creek
Reserve.
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B-3.

B-4.

Work with partner agencies, especially schools, to help meet the
community’s sport field demand. Consider collaborating on field
maintenance and improvements to expand use.
Consider the potential for all-weather field surfaces at
community parks, regional parks and special use sites
(Fairgrounds) to improve durability and reduce maintenance
costs.

Trails and Pathways
B-5.

Collaborate with key stakeholders, land owners, and other
jurisdictions to identify appropriate and community-supported
trail routes that improve park access and link parks, green space,
recreation facilities, schools, and other community destinations.
 When identifying actual trail routes, take into account
property ownership, land availability,
available funding, and owners’ willingness to
sell when acquisition and development is
pursued.
 Acquire and develop a trailhead to improve
access to Tom Pearce Park. Connect to a
County trail extending from the park to the
end of Spaulding Avenue.
 Identify appropriate routes for the River City
Trail to link six proposed parks, three existing
City parks, and two parks provided by others.
Develop the trail as a multi-use pathway and/or shared
roadway/bike route as identified in the Urban Area Master
Transportation Plan.
 Improve the crossing of Highway 238 from Allen Creek Trail
to BLM’s Cathedral Hills.
 Partner with the BLM on trail improvements in Cathedral
Hills to connect the Allen Creek Trail to the Fruitdale Creek
Trail.
 Continue to seek options to link parks along the Rogue River,
from the River Road Reserve to Tom Pearce Park. Ensure that
proposed trails are consistent with approved City ordinances
and related to the riverfront corridor.
 In the long term, identify routes to connect City trails to the
proposed Rogue River Greenway Trail project, which is
planned to link Grants Pass to Ashland.
 Identify an appropriate location and acquire land to develop
a bike/pedestrian bridge across the Rogue River to improve
access to a regional park such as the River Road Reserve or
another comparable site (if applicable).
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B-6.

B-7.

B-8.

Monitor use of the Parkway Bridge as a walkway and
bikeway connector between the Tom Pearce trail extension
on the north side of the river to City parks and trails on the
south side of the river.
 Consider any opportunities to provide trails in northeast and
northwest Grants Pass. These areas are underserved by trails.
Provide a variety of trails within parks, including loop trails,
jogging trails, bicycling/mountain biking trails, and nature or
interpretive trails. When feasible, trails should be ADA
accessible, unless this presents a conflict with the intended trail
use.
 Explore opportunities to add looped or perimeter pathways
at all neighborhood and community parks where feasible to
enhance walking and fitness opportunities.
 Work with appropriate groups to improve Mountain Bike
Hill, adding parking and other trailhead improvements as
needed to make this site more accessible to users.
 Include a variety of trails in the master planning and
development of the proposed regional park at River Road
Reserve or a comparable site. Consider interpretive trails, a
jogging path, and multi-use pathways connecting facilities to
the proposed riverside trail system.
 Develop a nature trail at the F & Woodson Park to provide
access to a significant green space within the City.
 Improve pathway connections between parks and adjacent
schools, such as between Croxton Memorial Park and
Lincoln Elementary School.
 Develop a soft-surfaced trail along the creek at Gilbert Creek
Park, to minimize the erosion from an informal trail there.
Consider adding another interpretive sign to existing signage.
 Coordinate with City transportation planners and the
Bikeways/Walkways Committee to identify gaps in the
bicycle and pedestrian system.
Provide additional trail support facilities, such as trailheads and
trail signs, where appropriate. Incorporate information about
ADA accessibility, mileage, and rules for trail use into trail
signage.
Create a map of existing trails to improve knowledge regarding
their location.

Other Recreation Facilities
B-9.
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Provide 11 new playgrounds in existing and proposed parks to
meet community needs.
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B-10.

B-11.

B-12.

Add playgrounds to Eckstein, Fruitdale, and Redwood Parks.
Add playgrounds in new neighborhood parks, as per design
and development guidelines.
 Consider a unique play experience in the development of the
proposed community park.
 Consider a destination playground in the development of the
proposed regional park. Consider an agricultural theme to
complement other proposed site uses and encourage youth
to partake in outdoor play/learning at that site.
Provide outdoor sports courts in existing and proposed parks
according to the Design and Development Guidelines in
Appendix B.
 Provide a minimum of eight new basketball courts. Consider
one at each of the four proposed neighborhood parks (4), the
proposed community park, Redwood Park, Fruitdale Park
and Hillside Park.
 Provide 10 new tennis courts. Consider paired courts at
Redwood Park and two proposed neighborhood parks, plus a
group of four courts at the proposed community park.
Consider partnerships to fund a potential outdoor tennis
tournament facility.
 Provide two new volleyball courts. Consider one at Riverside
Park and one at the proposed regional park to support group
activities.
 Provide four new horseshoe pits at the proposed regional
park to support group activities.
Build a minimum of two additional small-scale skate features in
proposed parks to meet community needs.
 Consider skate spots in Overland Park or proposed new
neighborhood parks in west and north Grants Pass to provide
geographically dispersed skating opportunities and to
minimize skateboarding in inappropriate public places.
 If the popularity of skating increasing in Grants Pass,
consider a skate spot in the proposed community park.
Increase opportunities for water play in Grants Pass by adding
two new water play features.
 Integrate a water play feature into the destination playground
the proposed new regional park.
 Consider adding a water play element at the proposed
community park, rather than at the Allenwood Park Reserve
as noted in its site master plan. Water play features attract
many people from beyond the immediate neighborhood, and
therefore are better suited for larger types of parks.
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B-13.

B-14.

B-15.
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Provide three new off-leash dog areas at neighborhood and
community parks in dispersed locations to supplement the new
one at Schroeder Park.
 Consider a dog park at Gilbert Creek Park
where the former volleyball court was
located.
 Consider a dog park at the Allenwood Park
Reserve (as noted in the draft site plan).
 Provide a dog park in east Grants Pass.
Consider the Hillcrest Park Reserve or
another site.
Provide water access for boating and fishing at
special use sites and regional parks where
appropriate.
 Provide fishing access at Tussing Park.
 Consider adding a fishing pond to the proposed regional
park at the River Road Reserve or other comparable property.
 Investigate options to realign the Lower River Road in
conjunction with any park planning at the River Road
Reserve to increase river access.
 Coordinate with the County to incorporate and improve the
Lathrop Boat Ramp in conjunction with any planning at the
River Road Reserve.
 Partner with the County (if needed) to ensure that the
Schroeder Park boat ramp remains open.
 Incorporate a seasonal pond into Allenwood Park as noted in
a draft site master plan.
 Provide fishing access at the Parkway Park.
Provide outdoor group facilities, including special event venues,
group picnic shelters, etc., to generate revenue and provide
community gathering places.
 Finish the River Vista at Reinhart Volunteer Park, including
improvements to Tussing Park, which will provide parking
on the south side of the river for park events.
 Pursue a partnership with Josephine County to renovate the
Fairgrounds to serve as a community focal point for
performance events, championships sports field games,
concerts, fairs and festivals, and other types of special events.
 Limit special events (set-up and parking) at Riverside Park to
paved parking and open designated areas to avoid
cumulative damage to tree roots, landscapes, irrigation
systems, and lawns.
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B-16.

B-17.

B-18.

Provide small and large group picnic shelters, along with
dispersed picnic tables at a proposed regional park at the
River Road Reserve or other comparable property.
 Consider a fire circle for nature programs at a proposed
regional park at the River Road Reserve or other comparable
property.
Continue to monitor the community’s need for indoor recreation
and meeting space. Specifically,
 Continue partnering with school districts to
ensure community access to school
gymnasiums, and work with partners to
increase access to adult-sized gymnasium
space.
 Explore options to preserve the USFS
Complex as a special use park. Develop a
financial feasibility study and master plan for
this site prior to construction to identify site
uses prior to development.
 Consider a nature/visitor center or agricultural extension
facility with classroom space at a proposed regional park at
the River Road Reserve or comparable property.
In the long term, determine how best to meet the City’s need for
additional swimming opportunities.
 In the short term, provide less-costly water play
opportunities. (See B-12)
 Consider a strategy that relies on partners, such as private
clubs, to meet community needs for swimming.
 As Cavemen Pool ages, complete a financial feasibility study
for a new aquatic facility. Consider diverse aquatic recreation
opportunities that could draw attendance and generate
revenue, such as spray features, water play attractions, fitness
equipment, rental facilities, and facilities to support
competitive swimming.
Consider options to meet a variety of community needs for
recreation facilities and green space at a proposed regional park
at the River Road Reserve or comparable park property.
 Develop a site master plan for cohesive park design and
development. In the planning process, investigate the
feasibility of realigning Lower River Road to increase water
access and support a trail along that portion of the Rogue
River.
 Engage partners and volunteers in planning and developing
the park, such as the Food Bank, Rogue Valley Flyers,
Josephine County, and other interested groups.
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Consider a variety of facilities in the site master planning
process. Depending on site constraints and development
requirements, these may include a destination play area,
water play area, open playfields, sand volleyball court, disc
golf, horseshoes, radio control sports park, small and largegroup picnic shelters, dispersed picnic tables, boat launch,
fishing pond, nature/visitor center, fire circle, agricultural
extension facility, working farm, community garden,
demonstration garden, orchard, nature/interpretive trails,
fitness and loop trails, etc.
Balance the community’s need for new facilities with the
need to preserve green space, as well as the cultural and
agricultural heritage of this unique site.
Improve park access by finding an appropriate location to
develop a pedestrian/bicycle bridge across the Rogue River.
Acquire land as needed to support a trailhead
with parking on the south side of the river.
Connect this trailhead to other parks as
feasible via the proposed trail system.
Take advantage of State funds to clean up the
small, contaminated parcel north of Upper
River Road at the River Road Reserve.
Consider a donation catalogue, publicity in
the City’s recreation guide, a Friends of the
Regional Park group, and other means to
support City, volunteer and partner
fundraising for facility development.

C. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES
The natural environment is important to residents in Grants Pass for a
variety of reasons. The Rogue River, urban trees, wetlands, and open
space contribute to community health, sense of place, and even the
aesthetic beauty of the city. The recommendations below include
policies and strategies to maintain valuable community resources in a
more resource-efficient, environmentally-friendly manner. These policies
include sustainable planning, design and operations; open space and
natural system management; natural resource conservation and
environmental protection; and cultural and historic preservation. The
purpose of these policies is to create a sustainable system of parks and
facilities for the long-term.

Sustainable Planning, Design and Operations
C-1.
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Integrate best management practices in all new park master plans
and site designs. Periodically evaluate the need to update park
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C-2.

C-3.

C-4.

C-5.

C-6.

master plans for existing parks to integrate best management
practices.
Incorporate asbestos mitigation, fire management, flood control,
erosion control, pollution and discharge elimination into park
planning, design and construction.
Identify funding sources for developing and managing open
spaces to protect and enhance significant natural resources,
including sensitive habitats.
Develop customized guidelines for sustainable park
development. Consider the following:
 Use permeable surfacing in at least 75% of new paved trails
and 50% of new parking lots.
 Use local and recycled materials in building and services.
 Pursue LEED-compliant construction in the development of
indoor facilities. This does not require LEED certification.
 Incorporate water efficient fixtures in all new restrooms and
water fountains
 Develop water-efficient irrigation systems.
 Use water recycling systems in all new waterparks and
fountains.
 Continue to improve water efficiency in existing parks by
adding low-flow devices in all park toilets in the next 2-3
years.
 Update current irrigation systems when parks are renovated
to improve water efficiency.
Create a series of baseline sustainability indicators and
performance measures to monitor current practices and track
progress toward meeting goals. These may include:
 The percentage of permeable surfacing used in trails and
parkin g lots.
 The percentage of low-flow toilets in park restrooms. The
goal is to reach 100%.
 The amount of waste generated and the percentage of waste
recycling that occurs in parks and at special events.
 Amount of water used, if possible broken down by water
used for irrigation and other uses.
Initiate a system-wide recycling program for all City parks and
special events at Boatnik 2010. Provide recycling information
and publicity. Challenge the community to help the Parks and
Recreation Division meet new waste reduction and recycling
goals in parks.
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C-7.

C-8.

C-9.

Compost grass clippings, leaves, twigs, branches, and other
garden refuse generated in public parks.
 Develop composting facilities in conjunction with
maintenance yards.
 Provide composting education at the proposed River Road
Regional Park.
Incorporate sustainability goals into operations plans, once the
baseline indicators are established:
 Be more water-efficent. Set a percentage reduction from
current usage with timeline.
 Reduce piping used for surface water management. Set a
goal of managing 10% of surface water through swales,
green streets, and other options within 2 years.
 Provide recycling receptacles at all parks.
 Reduce the use of hazardous chemicals through an
Integrated Pest Management program.
Invest in staff training on sustainable maintenance, and provide
staff with a solid system of tools and resources to assist with
sustainable practices.
 Until the arborist position is filled, provide training for one
staff person to ensure best practices in tree management.
 Train staff in maintenance of permeable paving, so that the
benefits of permeable paving are continued.
 Train staff in natural area and bioswale maintenance, so that
the integrity of these features is maintained.

Open Space and Natural Systems
Green space and natural systems provide a variety of benefits to the City
of Grants Pass. Trees, wetlands, parks, and trail corridors can provide or
promote shade, green buffers between built areas, wildlife corridors
natural resource preservation, water quality enhancement, air quality
protection, water conservation, and scenic areas. These systems are
valued for their contributions to individual health and wellness,
community identity, and quality of life. For this reason, these existing
systems should be considered in sustainable design strategies, both
individually and collectively.
Urban Trees
C-10. Include or preserve trees within parks to provide canopy
connectivity between street trees, trails, and open spaces.
C-11. Protect the urban canopy outside of parks. Add trees to street
corridors and beautification areas while maintaining visibility to
enhance or preserve the urban tree canopy where feasible.
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C-12. Require permits for tree removal, pruning and planting in City
rights-of-way.
C-13. Continue implementing the Hazardous Tree Program to assist
property owners with dangerous situations involving trees in the
right-of-way.
C-14. Continue to promote the value of urban trees in Grants Pass
through the efforts of the Grants Pass Urban Tree Advisory
Committee.
C-15. Encourage tree planting citywide to promote an increase in
canopy and diversity of species:
 Hire an urban forester to provide expertise for
tree management and maintenance.
 Promote the City’s “Tree City USA” designation
as a source of civic pride and opportunity to
educate the community about the value of the
urban canopy.
 Expand the Tree Canopy Program, allowing
residents to purchase a tree and have it planted
in their yard for a fee.
 Continue the Memorial Tree Program, allowing
residents to donate a tree and funds to have it planted in a
memorial grove or inside a City park for the purpose of
honoring an individual.
Trails
C-16. Promote use of trails, pathways, and bikeways for active, nonmotorized transportation that is safe, convenient, and reduces
auto dependency and pollution.
C-17. Minimize erosion disturbance to natural resources when
providing trail access to green space.
C-18. Provide tax incentives to property owners to sell trail easements
and allow public access, especially in areas along the river.
C-19. Create a policy for new development to include trail easements
adjacent to or including natural areas and rivers as part of the
development. This policy will be especially applicable in Urban
Growth Boundary Expansion Areas.
Parks
C-20. Reveal nature and natural processes through the use of native
plants and by highlighting storm water as a functional and
aesthetic park feature.
C-21. Balance the needs of nature and humans, by designing and
planning activity areas to minimize environmental impacts and
allow regeneration of natural resources.
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C-22. Use water conservation in irrigation systems, drinking fountains,
water features, and restrooms, and consider water features with
rainwater harvesting for reuse when appropriate.
C-23. Consider synthetic turf in new sport fields,
particularly at the proposed Allen Creek
Community Park, for water conservation.
C-24. Provide permeable surfacing for parking lots and
trails according to guidelines.
C-25. Incorporate surface storm water management
such as bioswales, storm water planters, rain
gardens, ecoroofs, permeable pavers, porous
concrete and asphalt.
C-26. Plant drought tolerant plantings.
C-27. Use lawn substitutes which require less fertilizers, water
consumption and mowing than traditional lawns unless required
for recreation purposes.
C-28. Provide mulch in plant beds and tree rings to help conserve
water and suppress weeds.
C-29. Use organic fertilizers.
C-30. Consider alternatives to pesticides and herbicides, such as
integrated pest management practices and companion planting
techniques.
C-31. Incorporate natural resource enhancement into plans for park
and facility development where appropriate.
C-32. Convert underused areas within developed parks to natural areas
to provide higher habitat values for a broad range of public and
environmental benefits.
Wetlands
C-33. Restore and enhance wetlands as important places for wildlife
habitat and water quality protection.
C-34. Avoid development encroachment in these sensitive habitat
areas.
C-35. Foster stewardship of wetlands with interpretive signage.
C-36. Educate the public on the importance of wetlands for fish
protection, flood alleviation, and bird sanctuaries.
C-37. Provide environmentally sensitive designed public access to
wetlands, using boardwalks, viewpoints, walkways, etc.
C-38. Provide bird houses, bird nests platforms, and bird blinds to
allow public viewing.
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Natural Resource Conservation/ Environmental Protection
Protecting the environment and conserving existing natural resources are
a true investment in the future, and provide cost savings for the City of
Grants Pass in the long run. The following can be applied to the open
space and natural systems outlined above.
C-39. Incorporate natural areas or natural features into parks.
 Incorporate natural areas into the design and development of
all new parks and trail corridors to provide green space and
enhance environmental awareness.
 Protect, manage, and restore views of scenic resources and
from scenic viewpoints.
 Develop a natural area management plan for
the restoration and management of natural
areas at a regional park at the River Road
Reserve or other comparable property.
 Include tree planters and vegetation in the
design of the proposed Downtown Plaza.
 Preserve existing trees in the development of
new parks, including trees at the U.S. Forest
Service Complex.
 Retain, replace, and introduce native plants
wherever appropriate.
 Involve staff, partners, volunteers, and financial sponsors in
providing resources to improve habitat and eliminate
invasive species.
C-40. Preserve habitat in parks, trail corridors, and green spaces.
 Create “no-mow” zones within parks in appropriate places.
 Design, develop and maintain vegetated trail corridors to
promote wildlife habitat connectivity.
 Allow plant growth along “unmanicured” fence lines to
create habitat.
 Plant natural vegetation in parking lot islands.
 Take advantage of existing disturbed sites within parks as
places to develop habitat.
 Provide interpretive signage and information in habitat areas
encouraging homeowners to develop “backyard habitat.”
C-41. Minimize the impacts of parks and facilities on biological
resources and adjacent development.
 Integrate facilities and natural/agricultural areas in the design
and development of a regional park at the River Road
Reserve or other comparable property, consistent with any
Exclusive Farm Use zoning.
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Locate facilities in neighborhood and community parks away
from residential uses to minimize impacts to surrounding
neighbors, including noise, traffic, and lights.
Temporarily close impacted areas and unplanned, social
trails, where vegetation has been damaged by high or
unintended use.
Increase riparian protection including water quality, native
vegetation, bank stabilization and geese management in all
waterfront and riverside parks.

Social/Cultural/Historical Components
Successful sustainable design strategies also include a social
aspect to our environment. Parks and open spaces need public
support and recognition of their value and importance.
Therefore, fostering a sense of community and ownership is
paramount. The following are ways to achieve this goal.
C-42. Continue to incorporate public art into parks and
beautification areas, including artistic amenities such as
the benches on the City’s bike/pedestrian bridge.
C-43. Provide education, media outreach, and buy-in
opportunities on issues of sustainability, best
management practices, environmental conservation and
preservation.
 Add interpretive signage explaining the function of bioswales
and water recycling at appropriate parks.
 Publicize the groundbreaking and grand opening of an
outdoor learning center and agricultural extension facility at
the regional park at the River Road Reserve or other
comparable facility.
 Create a “significant natural features” map and self-directed
interpretive guide to historic trees and other natural features
in the City.
 Provide name plates for tree and plant identification along
trails and in parks.
 Provide interpretive signage in parks for environmental
education regarding the Grants Pass ecosystem.
C-44. Provide group facilities and programs that support outdoor social
gatherings and special events to increase public use and
emotional ties to park sites.
 Complete River Vista at Reinhart Volunteer Park.
 Provide picnic shelters, outdoor classrooms, and/or fire ring
at a proposed regional park at the River Road Reserve or
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other comparable property for outdoor programs and group
events.
 Incorporate attractive gazebos, benches, and other amenities
into green space, such as Tussing Park and the F & Woodson
Park Reserve, to support passive use and enjoyment of the
outdoors.
 Use a portable stage to support performing arts opportunities,
such as outdoor concerts and performances.
 Continue programs such as movies in the park at Riverside
Park.
C-45. Support outdoor education and recreation at a proposed regional
park at the River Road Reserve or other comparable property.
 Promote community gardening through programs and the
provision of community gardening space.
 Provide agricultural extension/agrarian education to teach
the community, especially youth, about sustainable
gardening practices and environmental benefits of locallygrown produce.
 Incorporate programs and facilities, including a nature center
and thematic play area, to encourage youth participation in
outdoor activities and to facilitate learning of outdoor
recreation skills.
 Develop an arboretum and orchard. Provide an interpretive
trail with educational signage for tree identification, tree
maintenance and care. Create a self-directed trail program
and guide.
 Use interpretive facilities, design features, and programs to
celebrate the natural, cultural, agricultural history of this site.
C-46. Continue to foster volunteerism, advocacy, and stewardship of
parks by encouraging local residents and businesses to be
involved in park development and maintenance. (See E-32
through 37.)
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D. MAINTENANCE
Maintenance policies and strategies are presented below. These policies
provide a foundation for the Maintenance Plan that will be part of the
Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan.

Maintenance
D-1.

D-2.

D-3.
D-4.

D-5.
D-6.

D-7.
D-8.
D-9.
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Implement the tiered maintenance program
described in Chapter 6 to reallocate maintenance
efforts funds where these are most needed.
Determine maintenance needs of new parks.
 Identify costs and funding sources for new
parks and facilities prior to development.
 Design new parks for efficient maintenance
by developing maintenance management
plans prior to construction, evaluating
operational impacts and feasibility, and
involving maintenance and program staff in
the design process.
Annually review and adjust the per-acre maintenance costs used
for budgeting in this Plan.
Establish a basic park maintenance unit cost and appropriate
additions for certain types of major facilities. Major maintenance
cost additions include:
 Competitive sport fields
 Reserveable shelters and areas
 Landscaping beds requiring annual plantings
 Special amenities (e.g., water play features)
 Major facilities (nature center, aquatic center, etc.).
Provide a routine preventive maintenance program for all parks,
facilities, equipment, vehicles, and other assets.
Implement maintenance techniques that protect and enhance
natural resources and minimize disturbance to natural vegetation
and critical wildlife habitats.
Standardize and upgrade park site furnishings for ease of
maintenance
Replant beautification areas with less labor-intensive
landscaping.
Regularly assess long-term maintenance, repair, and replacement
needs for all parks, facilities, and equipment.
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Budget and schedule for system-wide renovation programs of
critical recreation components, including fields, courts, play
areas, and amenities.
 Continue the capital reinvestment and replacement program
as scheduled to avoid spending staff and funding resources
on aged, deteriorating resources that are in need of
replacement.
D-10. Create a satellite maintenance yard at a regional park at the River
Road Reserve or other comparable property upon development.

E. FUNDING STRATEGIES
Funding strategies include actions relating to fees and charges, other
funding resources, partnerships, and volunteerism. User fee/rental
recommendations are based on research presented in the attached user
fee matrix, which compares Grants Pass user fees to those of nearby
jurisdictions.

Fees and Charges
E-1.

E-2.

E-3.

E-4.

Determine pricing guidelines in consideration of cost recovery
goals and public benefit. Review user fees and adjust them as
needed according to this philosophy.
Increase rental fees for outdoor/indoor facilities to be more in
line with other providers. Consider the following:
 Implement higher summer rates for rentals/reservations.
 Implement additional fees for all equipment rentals. Expand
equipment rental opportunities to generate revenue.
 Maintain the trash removal fee for large events/facility
rentals.
 Ensure that rates cover pre-rental maintenance tasks, such as
facility check and clean-up before the renter arrives.
Ensure that refundable deposits will sufficiently cover cleaning,
maintenance and repair for damaged areas.
 Expand the damage deposit to include a refundable cleaning
deposit (applied to ensure that the facility is cleaned to its
original state).
 Consider a higher deposit on large shelters and special
event/festival space.
Establish appropriate fees for County residents and visitors who
do not contribute to Grants Pass parks through taxes.
 Charge non-residents $10 more per facility than residents
based on current market costs.
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E-5.

E-6.
E-7.

E-8.

E-9.

Evaluate this rate periodically and reassess as needed.
Similarly charge non-residents additional fees for any Citysponsored programs to offset costs.
Develop pricing guidelines and cost recovery targets for various
special events. Define direct and indirect costs and factor these
into the cost recovery targets. As part of this strategy:
 Identify user fee opportunities for targeted special event
services, such as parking fees, access or entry fees, etc.
Consider administrative costs associated with the collecting
the fee to ensure that the fee generates revenue. Use
volunteers when feasible.
 Increase vendor/concessionaire fees for special events,
charging extra for utility hook-ups where provided.
 Require special event permits for special event organizers,
with higher rates for non-residents.
Increase the number of revenue-generating facilities, programs,
and events to improve funding and cross-subsidize services.
Develop financial operations plans for any proposed major
facilities (e.g., sports complex, nature center/agricultural
extension, aquatic center), including cost recovery goals.
Regularly evaluate performance based on financial goals.
Develop work credit programs, scholarships, and other
mechanisms to support recreation access and defray costs
associated with event and user fees for residents in need.
Implement a consistent system of data collection and tracking for
facility use, including operating costs, revenue generation, and
rentals. Use these data to adjust rental fees as needed.

Other Funding Resources
Capital Funding
E-10. Evaluate and periodically update system
development charges to reflect the cost of
expanding the system to support new
development.
E-11. Consider voter-approved initiatives, such as
bonds and serial levies, to finance improvements.
E-12. Continue devoting staff resources to securing
outside grants, cash or in-kind donations, and
other sources of capital project funding.
E-13. Increase efforts to obtain land donations. Only
accept donations that meet the goals and intent of this Plan, or
sites that can be sold or exchanged to benefit the public.
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E-14.
E-15.
E-16.
E-17.

Avoid selling park properties that are recommended for
incorporation into the proposed park system.
Consider a capital campaign or other fundraising method for
special projects.
Create an “Opportunity Fund” to act on future opportunities to
protect natural areas or acquire parkland as it becomes available.
Create an “Opportunity Fund” to acquire park land and natural
areas in the UGB Expansion areas to be identified.

Operations Funding
E-18. Maintain and enhance General Fund support of parks, recreation
programs, and maintenance.
E-19. Continue seeking outside funding, such as sponsorships and cash
or in-kind donations, from individuals, foundations, and
corporations for parks and recreation programs and services.
Ensure that donations are consistent with Master Plan goals.
E-20. Consider partnerships or transferring responsibilities to other
agencies as a means of reducing the cost of operating the park
system.
E-21. Collaborate with groups or 501(c)(3) organizations that assist or
may assist in supporting the park system or individual sites, such
as Riverside West All Sports Park Inc., the Josephine County
Food Bank and the Josephine County Fair Board.
E-22. Continue to facilitate and encourage the formation of volunteer
Adopt-a-Park and Adopt-a-Trail groups.
E-23. Pursue local business sponsors to subsidize fees for high-cost
programs and special events, such as an Adopt-a-Program effort.

Partnerships
E-24.
E-25.

E-26.
E-27.
E-28.

Continue cultivating positive, strong relationships with current
partners.
Recognize the partnership with Grants Pass School District 7 in
helping meet park needs, including the long-term lease
agreements for Eckstein and Gilbert Creek Parks, along with
potential future school parks and partnerships.
Promote and enhance park safety through partnerships with the
Police Department and Concerned Fathers Against Crime.
Evaluate options to trade services with partners, in lieu of costly
lease agreements.
Partner with businesses to provide services and amenities, such
as vendors in parks.
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E-29.

E-30.

E-31.

E-32.

Pursue and maintain effective partnerships with public, private,
and non-profit organizations to maintain parks and recreation
facilities.
Consider partnerships for joint facility development and
maintenance for parks, special event venues, athletic fields, and
other major facilities.
Formalize all partnerships through written agreements that
specify responsibilities, liability, financial and other terms,
including provisions for how to transition or end partnerships.
Evaluate partnerships to review their effectiveness and to identify
areas for improvement.

Volunteerism
E-33.

E-34.

E-35.

E-36.

E-37.
E-38.

Develop a coordinated volunteer recruitment, training, and
recognition program.
 Continue the development model used at Reinhart Volunteer
Park for engaging volunteers.
 Continue to use park staff and the Parks Advisory Board to
recruit and mobilize volunteers.
 Ensure staff time for volunteer coordination and oversight.
 Institute a “volunteer recognition program,” with publicized
events or awards to honor volunteers.
Collaborate with schools, senior groups, service organizations,
and residents from diverse cultures to identify potential projects
for youth, seniors, families and other volunteers.
Emphasize community involvement and volunteerism to involve
individuals, groups, and businesses in the planning, design,
maintenance, operation, and programming of parks and
recreation facilities.
Expand and market the park adoption program to promote
adoption of all significant parks, trails, recreation, and open
space facilities.
Note volunteer opportunities on the City’s website.
Market volunteerism as a recreation activity, with opportunities
highlighted in the Grants Pass Recreation Guide.

F. RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
The policies and strategies included in this chapter are the basis for the
recommendations noted in this section.
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Desired Park System
The ideal park system for Grants Pass is made up of a hierarchy of parks,
each offering a variety of recreation and/or green space opportunities. Its
goal is to provide every resident with convenient access to diverse
recreation opportunities and park experiences.
The desired park system includes regional parks that draw people to
their signature facilities and assets. It includes community parks and
special use areas that provide active and passive recreation
opportunities. The park system also includes small mini parks and
neighborhood parks, which provide close-to-home recreation
opportunities. It offers green space to protect the City’s natural resources
and provides trail corridors to connect parks to key
destinations in the community. This park system is built
upon a broad foundation of resources provided by other
jurisdictions, such as Josephine County, two School
Districts, and the Bureau of Land Management.
Map 4 illustrates the desired park system. The map notes
existing park and recreation resources, along with the
conceptual location of proposed park sites and trails that
are recommended for development. Important notes
about the map include:
Proposed parks and trail routes reflect the need for recreation
opportunities within noted areas. This map does not pinpoint
exact locations for proposed parks and trails. Instead, it suggests
general areas for park or facility development, based on
community needs, land-use patterns, the expertise of key City
staff, and current plans for development within the City. The
actual location of park sites and trail routes will be determined
later based on community feedback, land availability, acquisition
costs, property ownership, and owners’ willingness to sell at the
time of acquisition.
 Colored asterisks indicate proposed neighborhood parks,
community parks, special use areas, regional parks and green
space. Some of these sites are located at currently undeveloped
park reserves.
 Potential sites for collaborative partnerships are noted with
triangular symbols. The nature of these partnerships will evolve
over time, depending on available funding and partner needs.
This desired park system reflects all recommendations in this Plan, based
on feedback obtained through community outreach. However, this park
system includes more projects than the City realistically can implement
in the next 20 years.
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Recommended Projects
Many park projects will be needed to achieve the desired park system
described in this Plan. Table 9 presents the projects that would be
needed to achieve the community’s vision for the park system. Capital
projects in existing parks are noted first by park type. Recommendations
for proposed parks, trails, and partnerships follow. These
recommendations include:






Parks: Proposed parks are noted by park type. These include
new sites to be acquired and developed, along with proposed
development to consider in the City’s park reserves. Actual
acquisition and development plans should be determined
through local site master plans.
Trails: Since trail corridors are classified as green space in this
plan, trail development is described within this park type. These
include proposed trailheads and trail corridors. Actual routes for
these proposed trail connections should be determined in future
planning efforts.
Partnerships: The Parks Comprehensive Plan recommends that
the City investigate the potential to collaborate on capital
projects at partner sites to help meet community recreation
needs. These projects will depend on the willingness of other
providers to move forward. The City should establish formal
partnership agreements before initiating these capital projects.
While the City may want to assist in maintenance at these sites in
the future, the Parks Comprehensive Plan does not include this
recommendation, based on the forecasted availability of
maintenance funds.

In addition to capital projects, Table 9 also includes recommendations
for non-capital projects. These are noted at the end of the table.
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Table 9: Projects to Support the Desired Park System

EXISTING PARK SYSTEM
MINI PARKS
Debo Park
Hillside Park
Lawnridge Park

0.49
1.92
1.43
3.84

x
x

Eckstein Park

6.99

x

Fruitdale Park

6.30

Gilbert Creek Park

8.05

Morrison Centennial Park

8.36

Redwood Park

8.41

Subtotal

Improve Partner Site

Improve City Site

Develop

Acquire

Acreage

The recommendations in Table 9 are not considered mandatory or all-inclusive. They are subject to review by the City Council
as detailed plans for individual parks are developed and implemented. In the future, there may also be additional needs
identified for other uses not recognized at the time of this Plan.

Recommended Capital Improvements

Cover playground; add shelter.
Add basketball court; improve informal bike track.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.

NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS

Westholm Park
Subtotal

x
x

x

3.60
41.71

Add playground; improve backstop. Address lease
considerations.
Complete Phase II improvements, including a playground and
basketball court.
Add playground cover, off-leash dog area and nature trail along
creek to minimize erosion and provide interpretation. Address
lease considerations.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.
Complete Phase II improvements, including a playground,
tennis courts, basketball court, gazebo, picnic areas and fitness
trail with exercise stations.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.

COMMUNITY PARKS
Riverside Park

31.65
Subtotal

31.65

Subtotal

58.19
58.19

REGIONAL PARK
Reinhart Volunteer Park

x

Add volleyball court; develop pedestrian/bicycle entry from 6th
Street; move disc golf course; improve restrooms.

x

Finish River Vista and associated improvements.

SPECIAL USE AREAS
Baker Park

2.79

Connect to Parkway Park, Riverside Park and the proposed
Rogue River Regional Greenway. Consider further use of this
site when master planning Parkway Park.

Croxton Memorial Park

1.70

Improve pathway to Lincoln ES; consider selling vacant parcel.

Caveman Pool

0.93

Grants Pass Skate Park
Mountain Bike Hill

5.36
19.60
30.38

Subtotal
GREEN SPACE
Allen Creek Trail
Fruitdale Creek Trail
Nebraska Canal Trail
Ogle Park

4.00
9.24
1.57
0.25

Tussing Park

5.50

Greenwood Trail*
West Park Street Trail
"F" Street - Forest Hills Trail
Subtotal
Total Developed

4.09
0.00
4.34
28.99
194.76

Grants Pass Comprehensive Park and Recreation Master Plan

x

x

Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment. In long term,
consider need for eventual replacement.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.
Develop parking; improve trailhead; add signage.

See proposed trails for trail extensions.
See proposed trails for trail extensions.
See proposed trails for trail extensions.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.
Complete Phase II improvements, including a picnic shelter,
creek crossing, permanent restrooms, parking, signage, open
lawn and meadow areas, connecting trails, fishing access, and
plantings.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.
Continue maintenance and capital reinvestment.
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Recommended Capital Improvements

PROPOSED PARKS, TRAILS, AND PARTNERSHIPS
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS

Neighborhood Park (Overland area)

9.14

x

Neighborhood Park (Allenwood area)

9.79

x

New Site (West Grants Pass)

7.5

New Site (Northeast Grants Pass)

5.0

New Site (Northwest Grants Pass)

7.5

New Site (Harbeck/Grandview area)

7.5

New Site (Nebraska Canal area)

5.0

Subtotal

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Investigate options to develop the Overland Park Reserve as a
neighborhood park. Master plan and develop as a
neighborhood park according to design and sustainability
guidelines. Include a playground (ages 2-12), tennis courts (2),
basketball court, perimeter trail, picnic tables, open turf area,
skate spot, and baseball/softball field.
Investigate options to develop the Allenwood Park Reserve as a
neighborhood park. Revise the existing design concept to
accommodate road improvements and sustainability guidelines.
Develop as a neighborhood park according to design and
sustainability guidelines. Include a covered playground (ages 212), basketball court, perimeter trail, picnic tables, shelter, dog
park, open turf area, seasonal pond, and enhanced wetland and
board walk.
Investigate options to develop a 7.5-acre neighborhood park in
West Grants Pass. Acquire, plan and develop site as a
neighborhood park according to design and sustainability
guidelines. Provide a playground (ages 2-12), a basketball court
or tennis court, picnic tables, a perimeter path or loop trail, a
multi-purpose turf area, and baseball/softball field.
Investigate options to develop a 5-acre neighborhood park in
NE Grants Pass. Consider the Hillcrest Reserve, potential
partnerships at school sites, or other appropriate sites. Create a
site master plan and develop the site according to design and
sustainability guidelines. Include a playground (ages 2-12), a
basketball court, picnic tables, a perimeter path or loop trail, a
multi-purpose turf area, and another active recreation resource.
Investigate options to develop a 7.5-acre neighborhood park in
Northwest Grants Pass. Acquire, plan and develop site as a
neighborhood park according to design and sustainability
guidelines. Include a playground (ages 2-12), a basketball court
or tennis court, skate spot, picnic tables, a perimeter path or
loop trail, multi-purpose turf area, and another active recreation
resource.
Investigate options to develop a 7.5-acre neighborhood park in
the Harbeck/Grandview area. Acquire, plan and develop site as
a neighborhood park according to design and sustainability
guidelines. Provide a playground (ages 2-12), a basketball court
or tennis court, picnic tables, and ADA-compliant internal
pathway system, a perimeter path or loop trail, a multi-purpose
turf area, and another active recreation resource.
Investigate options to develop a 5-acre neighborhood park in
the Nebraska Canal area. Acquire, plan and develop site as a
neighborhood park according to design and sustainability
guidelines. Provide a playground (ages 2-12), a basketball court
or tennis court, picnic tables, a perimeter path or loop trail, a
multi-purpose turf area, and another active recreation resource.

51.43
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Recommended Capital Improvements

COMMUNITY PARKS

Community Park

(below)

Allen Creek Reserve

12.81

Garrison Fields (Lease agreement)

4.70

New Acquisition
Subtotal

15.00
32.51

x
x
x

x

Investigate options to develop Allen Creek Reserve, Garrison
Fields, and new acreage as a community park. Master plan and
develop site as a community park according to design and
sustainability guidelines. Include a thematic play area (ages 212), soccer field complex, tennis courts (4), basketball court,
skate spot, water play area, par course/cardio vascular exercise
playground, perimeter or loop trail.
Incorporate existing reserves and trails into the park master
plan and development.
Create a nominal-fee lease agreement with Grants Pass School
District 7, taking on field improvements and development and
granting the school first right of use.
Acquire land to link existing parcels.

REGIONAL PARKS

Regional Park

247.66

Investigate options to develop the River Road Reserve or a
comparable site as a regional park. Master plan and develop
the site according to design and sustainability guidelines.
Balance open space with facility development. Include a variety
of active and passive recreation facilities, such as a destination
play area, water play area, shade shelter, open playfields, sand
volleyball court, disc golf, horseshoes, radio control sports park,
small and large-group picnic shelters, dispersed picnic tables,
boat launch, fishing pond, nature/visitor center, fire circle,
agricultural extension facility, working farm, community garden,
demonstration garden, orchard, nature/interpretive trails, fitness
and loop trails, and others. Restore and manage natural areas
for wildlife habitat and resource value. Engage willing
volunteers and partners in development and maintenance.

x

Clean-up the small, contaminated area north of Upper River
Road. If this site is developed as a regional park, evaluate
options to realign Lower River Road to increase water access.

River Road Reserve
SPECIAL USE AREAS

Dog park

8.00

Downtown plaza

1.00

x

x

x

5th Street River Overlook

0.39

x

8th Street Overlook
Greenwood Overlook

0.30
0.51

x
x

Hillcrest Park Reserve

10.12

USFS Complex

3.32

Subtotal

Investigate options to develop the Hillcrest Park Reserve or
another site as a dog park. Acquire land (if needed), plan, and
develop site as a special use area according to design and
sustainability guidelines. Include a separate, fenced big and
small dog areas with perimeter looped trails within the
enclosure.
Investigate options to acquire and develop a Downtown plaza,
according to design and sustainability guidelines. Include tree
planters, landscaping, information kiosk, and amenities to
support small group gatherings.
Replace the picnic table; improve stairs; define water access
points with a boardwalk.
Develop to improve water access and public use.
Develop to improve water access and public use.
x

x

x

Investigate options to develop this site with an off-leash dog
park and/or with neighborhood park facilities. Master plan and
develop park according to design and sustainability guidelines.
Continue to monitor acquisition opportunities for this site,
including investigations into historical designation and site
contamination/clean-up requirements. If appropriate, pursue
acquisition through purchase or other means to preserve this
facility. Develop a financial feasibility study and master plan for
this site prior to construction to identify site uses prior to
development. Develop for indoor recreation, programming and
meeting space.

23.64
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Recommended Capital Improvements

GREENSPACE

Nursery Park Reserve

4.90

x

Parkway Park Reserve

6.38

x

F and Woodson Park Reserve

11.72

x

Rogue River Bridge/Trailhead

5.00

Rogue River Greenway Regional Tail

x

x

(below)

Segment 1: RRR Bridge to Schroeder

1.44

x

x

Segment 2: Schroeder to Redwood Park

1.68

x

x

Segment 3: Redwood to Fairgrounds

2.16

x

x

Segment 4:Riverside to Parkway Bridge

1.20

x

x

Segment 5: Parkway Bridge to Tom Pearce

4.80

x

x

5.00

x

x

Tom Pearce Trailhead

River City Trail

Segment 1: Fairgrounds to Allen Creek Park

1.80

x

x

Segment 2: Allen Creek Trail to Allenwood

0.96

x

x

Segment 3: Allenwood to Cathedral Hills

0.48

x

x

2.40

x

x

1.20

x

x

Subtotal

Investigate options to develop a pedestrian/bicycle bridge
across the Rogue River to provide access to River Road
Reserve. Consider crossings at Schroeder Park, the City Pump
Station, or other sites. Master Plan and develop trailhead(s) and
bridge according to design and sustainability guidelines.
Identify an appropriate route for pedestrian and bicycle traffic
between parks along the Rogue River. Consider off-street multipurpose trails where feasible, or sidewalks and on-street bike
lanes where necessary. Develop trail according to design and
sustainability guidelines. In the long term, connect to the
proposed Rogue River Greenway regional trail.
Determine route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 1.
Determine route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 2.
Determine route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 3.
Determine route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 4.
Determine route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 5.
Investigate options to acquire land for a trailhead to improve
access to Tom Pearce Park. Master plan and develop this site
as green space, according to design and sustainability
guidelines. Connect to the County trail extending from the park
to the end of Spaulding Avenue.
Identify an appropriate route for a multi-purpose trail connecting
parks south of the Rogue River. Consider off-street pathways
where feasible, or sidewalks and on-street bike lanes where
necessary. Develop trail according to design and sustainability
guidelines. In the long term, connect to the proposed Rogue
River Greenway regional trail.

(below)

Segment 4: Parkway Bridge to
Fruitdale Creek Trail
Segment 5: Fruitdale Creek Trail to
Cathedral Hills

Investigate options to develop this site as green space. Create
a site design and develop site, according to design and
sustainability guidelines. Provide water access and passive
uses. Connect to the proposed Rogue River Regional
Greenway, with trail linkages to nearby parks.
Investigate options to develop this site as green space. Create
a site design and develop site, according to design and
sustainability guidelines. Include nature trails, interpretive
signage, gazebo, picnic tables, benches, and a trailhead with
parking.
Investigate options to develop this site as green space. Create
a site design and develop site, according to design and
sustainability guidelines. Include nature trails, interpretive
signage, gazebo, picnic tables, benches, and a trailhead with
parking.

Identify route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 1.
Identify route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 2.
Identify route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 3. Include crossing improvements for Highway 238.
Identify route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 4.
Identify route, acquire corridor as needed, and develop
Segment 5.

51.12
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Recommended Capital Improvements

PARTNERSHIPS
Schroeder Park

24.00

x

Pursue a partnership with Josephine County to master plan and
renovate the Fairgrounds to serve as a community focal point
for performance events, championships sports field games,
concerts, fairs and festivals, and other types of special events.
Conduct a financial feasibility study to determine what upgrades
can be financially supported.
Pursue a partnership with Josephine County to include the boat
ramp in the master planning, design, and development of the
River Road Reserve, if this site moves forward as a regional
park.
Pursue a partnership with Grants Pass School District 7 to
preserve the Redwood Wetlands (mitigation site) for
educational and recreational opportunities. Provide trails and
interpretive signage.
Pursue a partnership with Grants Pass School District 7 to
develop a school park. Master plan and develop the site
according to school and park guidelines. Include outdoor
educational and recreational facilities to support school and
park use.
Pursue a partnership with Grants Pass School District 7 to
develop a school park at this site or another comparable site.
Master plan and develop the site according to school and park
guidelines. Include outdoor educational and recreational
facilities to support school and park use. Improve connections
between this site and Croxton Memorial Park.

Fairgrounds

52.48

Lathrop Boat Ramp

0.25

x

Wetlands (Redwood Elementary)

4.50

x

Redwood Elementary School Park

3.00

x

Lincoln Elementary School Park

3.00

x

Wetland at Yucca Lane

2.20

x

Incorporate, plan and improve this City-owned site as green
space. Evaluate the recreation potential of this site; address
environmental restoration needs; consider maintaining site with
no public access if recreational use is limited.

Wetland at Eastwood Lane

1.00

x

Incorporate, plan and improve this City-owned site as green
space. Evaluate the recreation potential of this site; address
environmental restoration needs; consider maintaining site with
no public access if recreational use is limited.

Wetland at Ravenwood Drive

1.20

x

Incorporate, plan and improve this City-owned site as green
space. Evaluate the recreation potential of this site; address
environmental restoration needs; consider maintaining site with
no public access if recreational use is limited.

Wetland at Cashmere Drive

5.60

x

Incorporate, plan and improve this City-owned site as green
space. Evaluate the recreation potential of this site; address
environmental restoration needs; add nature trails, interpretive
signage, and passive use amenities if desirable.

Cathedral Hills

422.00

x

Pursue a partnership with the BLM on trail improvements at this
site to complete the link of the proposed River City Trail.

Subtotal
Subtotal Proposed
OTHER PROJECTS AND PLANS

519.23
194.76

Aquatic Feasibility Study

River Road Resource Management Plan

x

Pursue a partnership with Josephine County on site
improvements, particularly to ensure water access and connect
this site to the proposed Rogue River Greenway Trail system.

In the long term, develop an aquatic feasibility study to
investigate the City's financial capacity to build and operate a
new swimming pool or aquatic center. Consider water-play
opportunities and revenue-generation.
Create a natural resource management plan to restore and
managed natural areas at the River Road Reserve.

Trails Routing Plan

Prior to trail development, create a trail master plan or segment
designs to identify actual trail routes and trailhead locations
providing the conceptual linkages noted in this Plan.

Integrated Pest Management Plan

Develop an Integrated Pest Management Plan to reduce the
use of hazardous chemicals.
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Recommended Capital Improvements

OTHER PROJECTS AND PLANS
Natural Features Map
System-wide Recycling Program
Facility Rental Rates Update
Volunteer Recognition Program
Donation Catalog

Grants Pass Comprehensive Park and Recreation Master Plan

Create a natural features map and self-guided tour to highlight
significant natural features in Grants Pass.
Create a system-wide recycling and waste-reduction program
that includes recycling receptacles in all parks.
Update facility rental rates and associated information.
Implement a program to honor and recognize volunteer and
partner contributions to the park and recreation system.
Create a donation catalogue with opportunities for sponsorship,
donations, and volunteer contributions park development.
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IMPLEMENTATION
The last chapter noted an extensive array of park projects that would
enhance Grants Pass’s park and recreation system. However, the City
cannot afford to implement all of these projects, and it must find a
balance between taking care of the existing park system and expanding
recreation opportunities. This chapter introduces an implementation
strategy for prioritizing and funding park improvements.
It begins with a maintenance plan to take care of existing
resources, presents a long-term list of capital projects,
and identifies a short list of priority projects for
implementation. In addition, the chapter identifies
potential funding sources that may be used to implement
priority projects, depending on future strategic funding
decisions discussed in the next chapter.

A. MAINTENANCE PLAN
Grants Pass has a well-planned, well-developed park
system. City residents value their parks and green space, as well as the
high quality of maintenance. This chapter presents a maintenance
strategy to ensure that community assets continue to be adequately
maintained and preserved for the future. This Plan addresses the cost
implications for taking care of new and existing parks, and identifies
opportunities to more efficiently maintain the park system.

Maintenance Funding
Until recently, maintenance funding for City parks has increased
annually as new parks and facilities were added. However, the adopted
FY 2010 budget reverses this trend, slightly reducing funding and staffing
for park maintenance (Table 10). This reduction occurs as new facilities
are being added at Redwood Park and John Reinhart Volunteer Park. It
translates into a loss of 1.0 Parks Maintenance position, 0.5 Urban
Forester position, and 210 hours of part-time help.
The maintenance plan proposed as part of this Parks Comprehensive
Plan includes strategies to reallocate maintenance funding to enhance
efficiencies, focus resources, and maximize staff effectiveness. This will
help the City identify maintenance costs and needs annually, as new
parks and facilities are developed. The reduction in maintenance dollars
noted in the current budget cannot be a continuing trend if the City is to
provide standard maintenance for all sites as needed.

Grants Pass Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan
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Table 10: Park Maintenance Services (FY’07 to FY’10)

Maintenance Budget
Funded Staff

ACTUAL
FY’07

ACTUAL
FY’08

ADOPTED
FY’09

ADOPTED
FY’10

$ 1,218,264

$1,310,976

$1,522,848

$1,394,815

6.45 FTE

8.0 FTE

8.1 FTE

6.6 FTE

*Source: City of Grants Pass.

Tiered Levels of Service
The City of Grants Pass maintains its parks to a high standard, and the
community appreciates this level of detailed attention. To continue this
level of maintenance, Grants Pass should implement a tiered level of
service (Table 11). This tiered system will be used to update the City’s
maintenance management practices, including performance standards,
frequency goals, and time requirements. Park maintenance activities in
each tier of maintenance are based on typical amenities found in these
park types. Currently, each park in Grants Pass is maintained at a high
level of service, higher than most nearby communities. To help allocate
staff time and resources, three levels of park maintenance are
recommended:
High Standard: Parks with frequent use, high-intensity special
events, or unique or specialized facilities require additional
maintenance tasks or increased frequencies to support frequent use.
This high standard is generally reserved for regional parks,
community parks, and popular special use facilities. However, it
may be applied to other types of parks that fit this definition.
 Standard: This level of care includes all routine and preventive tasks
necessary to maintain City parks at an adequate level. Standard
maintenance typically applies to mini parks, neighborhood parks,
green space, and less intensely-visited special use facilities. To a
lesser extent, the standard level applies to beautification areas,
which should be designed with maintenance efficiencies in mind.
 Undeveloped: Park reserves currently have no amenities and are
being held for future park use. These sites require a very basic level
of maintenance to ensure that they do not pose a danger to
surrounding properties.
The general description of each maintenance tier can be applied to the
park classification system, as noted above. However, each site should be
evaluated individually based on its available facilities and the level of
use the park receives. Table 11 defines maintenance tasks appropriate
for park types and maintenance levels.
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*Where present

Undeveloped

Standard

High Standard

LEVEL

A basic level of
maintenance for park
reserves.

Regular maintenance to
preserve assets, ensure
safety, and contribute to
community livability. This
level of service applies to
all developed sites that do
not fit the criteria above.

Highest level of detailed
maintenance for signature
parks, sites with specialized
or unique facilities, and
frequently-used parks
(often providing
programming or special
events). These sites need
standard maintenance
tasks plus extra attention.

DESCRIPTION

Preventive Tasks
 Fertilization
 Aeration
 Pruning
 Structure evaluation*

Standard Tasks
 Annual plantings
 Shrub and landscape beds
 Basic mowing and trimming
 Basic urban forest management
 Playground safety inspections
 Restroom cleaning*
 Trash removal
 Graffiti removal
 Paved surface maintenance
 Parking lot maintenance
 Lighting maintenance
 Irrigation maintenance
 Edging

MAINTENANCE OVERVIEW
Community Parks, Regional Parks
and Special Use Sites
Standard Tasks PLUS:
 Higher frequency for all maintenance
activities, reflecting the highest level
of use
 Maintenance of special facilities, e.g.
water spraygrounds, pools, sport
fields
 Set-up and clean-up after group and
festival reservations

Preventive Tasks
 Invasive species
management

Standard Tasks
 Trash removal
 Urban forest management
 Trail maintenance
 Vandalism check

Green Spaces
Standard Tasks PLUS:
 Maintenance of facilities
supporting picnic areas and
other gathering spaces
 Parking lot maintenance
 Restroom cleaning*
 Attention to high-use or
signature trails and
trailheads
 Natural resource restoration

Hazard mowing, tree maintenance and debris removal to provide for public safety. (Additional maintenance
efforts may be needed to support special events at reserve sites.)

Preventive Tasks
 Fertilization
 Aeration
 Pruning
 Structure evaluation*

Standard Tasks
 Basic mowing and trimming
 Basic urban forest
management
 Playground safety inspections
 Restroom cleaning*
 Trash removal
 Graffiti removal
 Paved surface maintenance
 Parking lot maintenance
 Lighting maintenance
 Irrigation maintenance
 Edging

Mini and Neighborhood Parks
Standard Tasks PLUS:
 Attention to annual plantings,
shrubs and landscaped beds
 Additional urban forest
management
 Additional turf maintenance
and mowing frequency to
offset impacts of heavy use
 Maintenance of special
facilities, if any

Table 11: Park Maintenance Tasks by Level

Chapter 6: Implementation

Tiered Park Assignments
These tiered service levels ensure that most park sites
will receive standard maintenance. For some sites, this
will mean a reduced level of attention. For example,
mini parks, neighborhood parks, and beautification areas
should not include flower beds, rose bushes, or any type
of annual plantings or specialized landscaping. Further,
beautification areas should be designed and planted for
basic maintenance only, which may require the
removing high-maintenance landscaping. Specialized
facilities should not be developed at neighborhood
parks, to keep maintenance costs low at those sites.
However, several sites should receive a higher standard of maintenance.
These existing sites need extra attention because of their specialized
facilities, special events, and/or popularity as the City’s signature parks:





Reinhart Volunteer Park
Riverside Park
Caveman Pool
Tussing Park

Similarly, some proposed sites will need to be maintained at a high
standard, in conjunction with their anticipated development and use:





Regional park
Community park
Downtown plaza
USFS Plaza

Finally, while standard maintenance is proposed at trails and trailheads,
the maintenance level at the following sites should be evaluated
periodically to determine if a higher level of service is needed:





Rogue River Greenway Regional Trail
West Rogue River Bridge/Trailhead
West Tom Pearce Park Trailhead
Morrison Centennial Park (sprayground)

While reducing the maintenance tasks and frequencies at some sites may
slightly reduce maintenance costs, the overall goal is to redistribute the
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level of effort and the allocation of maintenance funds. That way the
most heavily used sites will receive the most attention.

Maintenance Costs
A 20-year capital improvement and maintenance plan is presented in
Appendix D. Below, Table 12 notes the per-acre costs used to calculate
maintenance costs for the entire park system. These amounts are based
on the recommendation that the City should increase spending at
undeveloped sites to maintain site safety, decrease spending at mini
parks, neighborhood parks, and green space to provide a more basic
level of service, and continue to maintain community parks, regional
parks, and special use areas at a high level.
Table 12: Maintenance Costs per Acre

PARK TYPE
Mini & Neighborhood Parks
Community, Regional, &
Special Use Parks
Green Space and Trail Corridors
Trails (per mile)

MAINTENANCE COST
(PER ACRE OR TRAIL MILE)
UNDEVELOPED
STANDARD
HIGH
$500
$5,000
$7,000
$500
$500
$1,200

$7,000
$5,000
$12,000

$9,000
$7,000
$16,800

Existing System Costs
Based on these average costs and the recommended maintenance level
of service, approximately $1.37 million is needed annually to maintain
the existing park and recreation system. Additionally, the City of Grants
Pass typically spends approximately 1% of its parks maintenance budget
on urban forestry (Tree City USA tasks and activities) and extra funds to
maintain the City’s street and median beautification areas (Table 13).
This creates maintenance cost estimates that are on par with the reduced
FY 2010 budget. However, the proposed budget does not allow for the
development of new facilities or acquisition of new park sites until
additional maintenance and operations funding is obtained.
Table 13: Anticipated Maintenance Costs (Existing System)
TOTAL
FY 2010 Adopted Maintenance Budget
Anticipated Annual Maintenance Costs
Beautification Areas (1.32 acres)
Tree City USA
Total Estimated Costs
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$1,394,815
$1,371,708
$6,600
$14,000
$1,392,308
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Proposed System Costs
Table 14 illustrates the acreage associated each maintenance level of
service for the existing and proposed park system. The column for the
proposed park acreage shows the number of additional acres that would
need to be maintained if all recommended sites were acquired or
developed. It also notes potential partner properties that could be
maintained through some type of collaborative partnership in the future.
Table 14: Acreage by Maintenance Level (Existing and Proposed Parks)
EXISTING
ACRES

PROPOSED
ACRES

Mini Parks

3.84

0.00

Neighborhood Parks

41.71

51.43

Special Use (Standard Use)

29.45

19.32

Green Space

23.49

51.12

98.49

121.87

Community Parks

31.65

32.51

Regional Parks

58.19

247.66

Special Use (High Use)

0.93

4.32

Parks of Other Types*

5.50

0.00

Subtotal

96.27

284.49

Undeveloped Parks

312.52

PARK TYPES
Standard

Subtotal
High Standard

Park Partnerships

519.23

Subtotal

312.52

519.23

TOTAL

507.28

925.59

* Tussing Park has a high standard, because it functions as an entry way to Reinhart Volunteer Park.

Given the current budget limitations, the capital improvement and
maintenance plan in Appendix D presumes that—in the short term—the
City will not take over the maintenance of partner sites. However, if City
leaders want to include the park acres provided by potential partners in
their park LOS standards, the option to manage or contribute to the
maintenance of these sites could be further evaluated in the future.
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B. CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
All projects recommended in this Plan are summarized in a long-term
capital projects list. As part of this list, these projects can be submitted
for grant funding. All projects at existing and proposed sites are noted in
Appendix D, with estimated costs for needed capital improvements,
capital reinvestment and maintenance. These planning-level costs are
noted to help prioritize recommended projects and identify their
associated impacts. Costs are based on the following:






Capital Improvements: Recommended capital projects include park
acquisition, development, and enhancement/improvement. Costs for
land acquisition and development are based on an average amount
needed to acquire or develop one acre of park land, which differs by
park type. On the other hand, site improvement costs are noted as a
set amount that would be needed to add or upgrade a facility. This
flat cost is based on an average cost for typical improvements, which
may occur at any type of park.
Capital Reinvestment: Capital reinvestment involves replacing
outdated or worn facilities as scheduled based on their age and use.
Funds should be set aside annually so that the City has money to
replace facilities when needed. These funds will cover minor repairs
such as resurfacing sport courts; replacing restroom features and
valves; painting and implementing concrete improvements; repairing
fences, backstops, and other amenities; repairing or repaving trails;
repairing and reseeding turf areas; installing high efficiency irrigation
systems, etc. In the long term, these funds should also help cover the
replacement of facilities with 20 to 30-year lifecycles.
Maintenance: Site maintenance costs are calculated based on a
park’s assigned service level (high, standard, or undeveloped). This
cost takes into account each site’s current level of development and
final level of development within the 20-year timeframe for this Plan.

The capital projects noted in Appendix D are part of the community’s
comprehensive vision for the future park system. However, the scope of
this vision is considerably larger than anything the City can achieve in
the next 20 years. Anticipated capital costs associated with all projects
exceed $93.8 million, and another $3.8 million would be needed to
take care of this park system once developed. Clearly, this is more than
the City can afford.
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C. PROJECT PRIORITIES
Residents were asked to identify the City’s top priorities for park and
recreation facilities, so that these projects could be included in a 20-year
implementation plan. City leaders, staff, and community members spent
several months reviewing recommendations to determine which projects
were most important to them. Their feedback was used to create a short
list of priority projects that may be achievable in the next 20 years. This
will help the City make decisions about which projects should move
forward first when funding is available.

Prioritization Criteria
As part of this process, prioritization criteria were developed to help
identify priority projects based on the community’s values and vision.
The following criteria were used by City staff and residents to identify
their top priorities.











Utilizes available funding: Projects that have identified funding or
the potential to be funded through grants, donations, partner
contributions, volunteer labor, or other existing funding sources
should receive higher priority than projects without other identified
funding opportunities.
Increases trail connectivity and park access: Priority should be
given to trail projects, which are likely to provide the greatest return
on the City’s investment, because of their high demand
and use. Developing trails and acquiring corridors that
tie to the regional trail system, improve non-motorized
transportation, enhance recreation opportunities, and
are supported by the community should be considered
high priority projects.
Enhances sustainability: Projects that require small
investments to sustain existing resources, improve
maintenance efficiency, reduce lifecycle costs, or
otherwise promote environmental sustainability should
be given high priority.
Expands recreation opportunities: Priority should be
given to projects that increase the recreation capacity
of an existing site or a site obtained through partnership/lease. This
may include adding a playground or playground cover, adding a
sport court to support other facilities, providing a City-managed dog
park on a partner property, etc.
Addresses major facility needs: Site development to address major
community priorities and demands should be prioritized.
Meets needs in unserved areas: Site development and acquisition in
future growth areas will become a future priority as those areas
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begin to grow. However, the City should prioritize the acquisition of
parks and trail corridors in developing areas when the opportunity
arises and before it is lost to development.
Enhances natural areas and green space: Projects that provide
access to natural areas, restore habitats, improve ecological health,
and support environmental education and sustainability should be
considered as high priorities.
Supports community values and strengthens the community: Lastly,
proposed projects should be prioritized based on their ability to
strengthen community identity, safety, and livability. Projects should
take into Grants Pass’s unique needs and preferences. Priorities may
include projects that provide water access, support social cohesion,
attract tourism, or support other City resources and initiatives.

Priority Projects
Using these criteria, high-priority projects were identified and presented
to City residents, staff, the Advisory Committee, and City Council.
Feedback from each of these groups was incorporated into a revised list
of priority projects, which were further refined through adoption
hearings into this final form. Table 15 lists the high priority projects for
implementation, with rounded costs.
The total cost of priority projects is slightly less than $21 million. This
amount reflects the anticipated value of these projects to the City. The
City may spend far less, however. Volunteer labor, sponsorships,
partnerships, donations and grants will decrease the actual amount that
City will spend on park and facility development. While the total cost for
priority projects still sounds expensive, this plan may be achievable. In
comparison, the amount is substantially less than the value of the
projects that have been completed since the last plan was implemented.
In identifying and refining priority projects, community members clearly
valued trail connectivity, community and regional park development,
and completion of projects that were previously started. Major facility
development at a few large parks, plus trail development, ranked higher
than a combination of smaller projects at more sites. Projects with strong
partner support and outside funding, such as a proposed Food Bank
farm, are supported as well.
Available funding and partner assistance will help determine the order in
which these projects are implemented. As funding resources change in
the future, so will this list of project priorities. Projects may be reprioritized if substantial volunteer contributions or unanticipated funding
becomes available.
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Table 15: Priority Projects and Costs (2009 Dollars)
ESTIMATED

PROJECT

COSTS

EXISTING PARKS
Fruitdale Park

Complete Phase II improvements.

$788,000

Gilbert Creek Park

Add playground cover, off-leash dog area, and trail
improvements.

$150,000

Redwood Park

Complete Phase II improvements.

Riverside Park

Add sport court. Develop pedestrian/bicycle entry at 6
Street. Move disc golf. Improve restrooms.

Reinhart Volunteer Park

Finish River Vista and associated improvements.

Completed

Tussing Park

Complete Phase II improvements.

Budgeted1

$226,0001
th

Subtotal

$333,000

$1,497,000

PROPOSED PARKS AND TRAILS

NE Neighborhood Park

Community Park

Regional Park

Tom Pearce Trailhead
River City Trail

Investigate options to develop a new 5-acre neighborhood
park in NE Grants Pass. Consider the Hillcrest Reserve,
potential partnerships at school sites, or other appropriate
sites. Create a site master plan and develop the site
according to design and development guidelines.
Investigate options to develop Allen Creek Reserve as a
community park. Acquire additional acreage, create a site
master plan, improve Garrison Fields, and initiate Phase I
development.
Investigate options to develop the River Road Reserve or a
comparable site as a regional park. Create a site master
plan and pursue a partnership with the Food Bank to
develop a working farm. Provide infrastructure and initiate
Phase 1 development for facilities to be identified in the site
master plan. These may include open playfields, a
destination playground and sprayground.
Investigate options to acquire 5 acres and develop a
trailhead to improve access to Tom Pearce Park.
Create trail master plan to identify appropriate trail routes.
Acquire corridors and extend current trails as proposed.

Subtotal

2

$6,502,000

$1,250,000
$1,710,000

$ 20,976,000

Partial funds for Redwood Park and full funds for Tussing Park are included in the FY2009-2010 Adopted Budget.
These funds are for park development only. No acquisition costs are noted.
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D. FUNDING OPTIONS
The City will need to consider all funding options to be able to
implement priority projects for the park system. However, the
implementation of the Park Comprehensive Plan is not tied to a
particular funding strategy. In fact:
The Parks Comprehensive Plan does not create any obligation to
fund and/or develop the recommended projects.
 The value of improvements is anticipated to come from a variety of
public and private sources.
These public and private sources are described in Appendix E. The
appendix provides and overview of funding sources for the City to
consider when implementing this Plan. Funding sources are divided into
two categories: 1) operations/capital funds; and 2) capital funding only.
Typically, it is easier to obtain capital dollars than operations funding.
This can create a shortage in the maintenance funds needed to take care
of the park system. For this reason, a source for maintenance funding
should be identified before new capital projects can move forward.


Current Funding
As noted in Appendix E, the City relies on a variety of
funding mechanisms to support parks and recreation.
These include General Fund dollars, a Transient Room
Tax, Park System Development Charges (SDCs), grants,
volunteer contributions, and donations. This Plan
anticipates that the City will continue to rely on each of
these funding sources. A large reduction in any of these
sources could force the City to cut or significantly reduce
park and recreation services, such as pool operations,
recreation programming, and park maintenance.

Program-Generated Funding
In Grants Pass, all revenues that are generated by the Parks and
Recreation Division are allocated to the General Fund. If these funds
were dedicated to parks and programming, it would provide a great
incentive for the Division to increase revenue-generating facilities and
programs that employ higher cost recovery rates. As noted in Chapter 5,
this Plan recommends that the City increase its user fees to a reasonable
amount that the market can bear. In new community and regional parks,
the City should also consider developing revenue-generating facilities,
such as picnic shelters, sports fields, and other rental facilities, to
increase its revenue generating capacity. This will help sustain parks and
recreation services and decrease the reliance on General Fund dollars.
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Future Funding
Given the current economic climate, the City should remain flexible so
that it can take advantage of new funding opportunities as circumstances
change in the future. Any strategy to fund capital projects and services
will depend on economic conditions at that time. Since this is a 20-year
Plan, the City may want to consider both short-term and long-term
strategies to obtain park funding. As economic circumstances change,
new sources of funding may become available.
In the short term, this Plan recommends that City continue to use grants,
partnerships and volunteer contributions to support parks and recreation.
This means that community groups who are willing to fund and develop
park facilities can move forward with projects that support the vision of
this Plan. In addition, sponsorships should be pursued, particularly in
the development of regional and community park facilities. As noted in
Appendix C, moderate increases in facility use fees should be instituted
as well to implement an enhanced cost recovery strategy.
In the long term, the City should consider more aggressive strategies to
meet recreation needs in underserved areas. This may include such
options as increasing or expanding the Transient Room Tax to include
other sources revenue (rental cars and restaurants). This strategy would
help the City pass on costs to out-of-town visitors who take advantage of
the park system. In time, when the economy rebounds, the City may
also consider reviewing its SDC methodology. Currently, the City’s rate
for residential and non-residential system development charges is
slightly lower than other cities in Oregon. A formal analysis is needed to
review Grant Pass’s SDC rates, adjust them for inflationary impacts, and
revise them to update automatically each year for inflation. The City
should wait until the economy improves before determining whether a
rate increase is warranted and advisable.
As conditions further improve in the long term, the City may want to
consider other funding mechanisms, such as a levy or General
Obligation Bond, to fund priority projects. However, those options will
require public approval, and community support will depend on future
economic conditions. While the City was successful with a recent voterapproved tax levy, voter-approved funding initiatives can be difficult to
pass, especially since the City now has a fairly high property tax rate
($6.32/$1,000 tax assessed value) in comparison to other cities in
Oregon. However, a General Obligation bond may be a viable option in
the future.
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STRATEGIC DECISIONS
The Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan presents a
comprehensive set of directions for achieving a sustainable park system,
based on the stewardship of City assets. These directions reflect the
community’s vision for Grants Pass. Vibrant parks, well-maintained
facilities, peaceful green spaces, and interconnected trails link the
community together to strengthen the fabric of the City. This Plan
captures and conveys this vision, so that citizens, City leaders and staff
together can make strategic c to improve their
community through people, parks, and programs.
Reflecting the community’s desired for parks and
recreation, the Parks Comprehensive Plan focuses on
maintaining current City assets in a cost-efficient,
sustainable way. When funding is available, the Plan
recommends slowly building the park system,
proceeding first with projects that provide the highest
return on the City’s investment. These include lowcost, high-impact projects that will encourage the
greatest number of residents to go out walking, biking,
playing, picnicking in the beautiful Rogue Valley. Once the City begins
growing again—through population growth, new development, and the
expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary—this Plan outlines a more
aggressive course of action to meet increasing recreation demands and
recreation needs in unserved areas.

A. STRATEGIC FUNDING DECISIONS
The City of Grants Pass owns a wealth of park properties, including
reserves that were acquired through wise investments in strategic
locations since the last plan was completed. Developing these sites to
their full recreation potential is important to the future park system.
Maintaining park resources is also a priority for the City. This Plan
includes a strategy to reallocate maintenance funding to take care of
current assets as the City and the park system continue to grow. It
includes strategies, such as eliminating costly landscaping and flower
beds, to provide basic maintenance for all parks and facilities. If needed,
tasks such as trash removal, restroom cleaning, mowing, and irrigation
can be undertaken less frequently to protect amenities and facilities for
the long term.
The Plan includes a short-term funding strategy to increase cost recovery
rates to offset the costs for facility use. Facility rentals charges, special
event fees, and programming fees should be increased appropriately to
pass maintenance costs on to the most frequent park users. The City also
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should continue to take advantage of it success in
motivating volunteers, involving partners, and obtaining
grants to fund park improvements.
In the long-term, when the economy rebounds, the City
should consider broadening the Transient Room Tax and
reviewing its SDC methodology, adjusting rates to be
comparable to other jurisdictions. These funds should be
applied first to priority projects, such as improving park
access through the development of the trail system along
community supported routes. As economic conditions
improve, the City may want to consider other funding
mechanisms, such as a General Obligation Bond, to fund priority
projects.
This Plan requires that a series of strategic funding decisions be made
throughout the next 20 years. It provides a framework and the tools so
that the City can respond to changing economic circumstances while
continuing to make progress toward its long-term vision for parks and
recreation.

B. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
To help the City of Grants Pass recognize Plan successes and progress,
performance measures are noted below. As the City begins to measure
its performance, baseline data will be collected and goals will be set for
the next fiscal year. Grants Pass Parks and Recreation Division should
continue to track these measures as needed, using them to develop their
annual work plan.
The City should add or substitute the following performance measures
for the indicators noted in the FY2010 Adopted Budget:









Percent of residents who live within 1/2-mile of basic recreation
amenities (e.g., playground and sports courts).
Percent of developed parks in the park system (with sites
appropriately developed as parks or green space).
Percent of residents who report that they are satisfied or very
satisfied with City parks, facilities and recreation services.
Percent of residents who report feeling safe in parks, or the actual
numbers of reported crimes in City parks.
Percentage of parks receiving the recommended level of park
maintenance based on the assigned maintenance tier.
Miles of trails provided by the City.
Number of trees planted to increase the urban forestry canopy.
Percent of residents who have used recreation programs in the past
year.
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FTE equivalent in volunteer hours achieved by volunteers in parks
and recreation.
Amount of grant funding received.
The percentage of costs recovered for facility reservations for picnic
shelters, Caveman Pool, River Vista, and sports fields.
Number of formal partnership agreements in place to provide parks,
recreation and open space opportunities to Grants Pass’ residents
and visitors.
Number of new parks and park renovation projects that incorporate
sustainability concepts.

The benchmarks noted above can be monitored for changes in
performance, until a best management target is achieved.

C. FINAL MESSAGE
The Comprehensive Park & Recreation Master Plan provides the vision
and tools necessary for the City of Grants Pass to preserve and enhance
its park system. The City currently has a significant inventory of wellmaintained parks, facilities, trails and green space.
However, it also has a significant amount undeveloped
park reserves and a lower level of service (park acres)
than comparable communities. The future of parks and
recreation in Grants Pass depends on the development of
these well-placed park reserves, plus coordination with
other providers to sustain their parks and facilities for
community use. This strategy will help meet many
recreation needs.
This Plan sends a resounding message that the City must
continue to preserve its park investment. The City needs to secure
maintenance funding to sustain current resources now and in the future.
The City also needs a strategy to hold onto its park reserves until site
development is affordable. Selling off key acquisitions is not a costeffective or sustainable choice in the long term.
This Plan is a 20-year plan. It recommends projects that will be
implemented through the next two decades and beyond. City Councilors
can adopt this plan knowing that it will provide guidance for parks and
recreation for years to come. Moreover, City residents can support this
plan knowing that it will improve community livability and economic
vitality now and in the future. The key is recognizing the integral role
that parks and recreation plays in supporting the quality of life.
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